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Summary
ASPOD, Autonomous Space Processors for Orbital Debris, provides a unique way of
collecting the space debris that has built up over the past 37 years. For the past several years,
ASPOD has gone through several different modifications. This year's concentrations were on the
solar cutting array, the solar tracker, the earth based main frame/tilt table, the controls for the
two robotic arms, and accurate autocad drawings of ASPOD. This final report contains the
reports written by the students who worked on the ASPOD project this year.
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Abstract
This report is a documet_tation of the synthesis and analysis
process involved in the actual fabrication of a heavy duty
prototype tilt table. Tlle mechanism itself is intended to provide
two axes of motion for a solar array that will track the sun from
any ground based location. The final product meets or exceeds all
listed goals and specifications for the project, Backgrou,ld and
purpose of the ASPOD project itself are presented as the context in
which the design proc.ess occurred.
Introduction
In recent years, man has become very conscience about recycling and cleaning up the planet.
For the past 37 years, man has been in space. During that time, space debris has built up in the
most used orbits around earth. There are over 7,000 pieces of space debris circling the earth,
that is over 3,000,000 kg worth of debris. Space debris is defined as any piece of space material
that is no longer in use. This includes spent booster rockets, old satellites, paint flecks, and any
debris caused by the collision of other objects. Space debris comes in many shapes and sizes.
The majority of space debris are pieces under 10 cm. ASPOD will not be concerned with this
type of space debris, it will be concerned with trackable debris, any debris greater than 10 cm.
ASPOD will collect the larger space debris before they become smaller debris that cannot be
tracked.
Each ASPOD will collect 10,000 lb. of space debris. To collect the space debris, ASPOD
will use two robotic arms to grab the debris and bring it into the focal point of the solar cutting
array. Each mission for ASPOD will depend on where the debris being collected is located.
Once the debris is collected, ASPOD has four options as to what to do with the debris. First,
ASPOD could rendezvous with the space shuttle and have the shuttle bring the debris back to
earth to be studied or recycled. Second, ASPOD could rendezvous with the space station and
leave the debris there to be studied or recycled in space. The third option is to have ASPOD
bum up during reentry. The last option is to have ASPOD splash down in the ocean and
retrieved similar to the Mercury missions.
ASPOD - BASE AND TILT TABLE
ASPOD: Earth Base Model
TERM DESIGN PROJECT
by
PAUL W. FOGARTY
AME 352
May 4, 1994
Overview of the ASPOB Proiect
ASPOD (Autonomous Space Processor for Orbital Debris) is an
ongoing project under the support of NASA/USRA with tile general
mission of perfecting a feasible means of clearing large size
debris from earth's orbit. At the time of this assignment, the
goal of the ASPOD lab was to provide a ground based version of such
a deviee with three primary capabilities: (I) to track arm follow
the sun, providing a stable operating surface for processing of
materials; (2) to use a solar array (i.e. mirrors and lenses) as a
cutting tool to take advantage of the sun's freely available
energy; (3) to demonstrate use of two or more robotic arms capable
of seizing, holding and manipulating a variety of space debris
{i.e. expended boosters, old satellites) . The first of these
capabilities is addressed by the design and model presented in this
report.
Tables And Graphs Employed
Dynamics of Machines {DOM) Data:
Table A - Range of angles used to calculate motion and force
relations for all pins and ]inks.
Tables B and C - Proof of ,1o need for dynamic analysis based c_n
angu]ar velocities and accelerations near zero.
Tables D, E and F - Iterations to find range of crank input
angles based on known table geometry.
Figures A, B and C - Angular relations of links based on input
angle of crank.
Figures D and E - Proof of negligible nature of dynamic forces on
mechanism.
Figure F - Mechanical advantage of linkage based on input angle.
(Some room for improvement at lower values of theta 2).
Figure G - Velocity ratio for linkage.
Figure H - Representative table velocity based on velocity at
instant center 3,4 at I00 times maximum omega.
Figure I - Range of motion for linkage.
Spreadsheet Data:
Table I - Range of link angles related to table top angle.
Tables 2, 3 - Constants used in calculations,
Table 4 - Forces in all links and pivots and transmission angle
of screw.
Table 5 - Torque and power calculations for motor requirement.
Figure 1 - Table top orientation versus crank input angle,
Figure 2 - Coupler tension versus tabletop orientation. (Same as
Resultant at C).
Figure 3 - Resultant forces at joints A and D.
Figure 4 - Forces on screw versus screw length (for possible
considerations of buckling).
Figure 5 - Screw axial force versus table top angle (to identify
ideal operating range).
Figure 6 - Torque in screw versus table position.
Figure 7 - Base power requirements to turn screw versus table
position,
Other Figures:
Figures I, II and III - Three-way view of ASPOD,
Figure IV - First synthesis method for linkage.
Figure Zero - Primary Reference and Specifications
Introduction
Goal: To design a tilting and rotating table mechanism with the
ability to track the sun and support a heavy load over a full
range of positions.
Specifications:
I) Table must be able to tilt 90 degrees from a vertical to a
horizontal position.
2) Table must be able to rotate 360 degrees about a pivotal
point :_ormal to the table surface.
3) Entire structure must be stable and rigid in any position
allowed by its motion,
4) Tilt and rotary motion must be fast enough to track the sun
without falling behind.
5) Entire assembly should be self-contained.
6) Where possible, weight should be reduced and space
consolidated.
7) Aesthetic considerations for presentation purposes should be
made where not interfering with other constraints,
8) Minimize cost. Preliminary budget: $500.00.
Task Outline:
It is the specific task of the design presented here to
create a tilt table assembly that is strong, rigid, stable and
capable of providing controlled motion with two degrees of
freedom. One degree of freedom is provided by a rotating table
top assembly capable of 360 degrees of motion. The second
degree of freedom is in a 90 degree table tilt as measured from
a 0 degree vertical table surface. Additional extras of the
design include a substantial reduction in weight from the
previous model, on board locations for all control and power
sources; easier transportation and breakdown of ASPOD into two
self-contained parts and substantial improvements in the
structures rigidity and stability.
It is a key feature of the device that it was designed as
a ground based model that tracked the sun. As a result of this,
there has been no need or desire for any moving parts of the
structure to acquire velocities requiring a dynamic analysis in
the classic sense. As an indication of the truth of this
conclusion, a direct measure of maximum table tip velocity with
both motors running at peak 90 volt capacity results in a speed
of more or less 0.0 in/s. When one considers the masses of the
parts it becomes self evident that a point by point static
analysis is of far more value. In addition, calculations of
jerk do not enter into the picture due to the nature of the
motor control programming. This arrangement relies on direct
feedback from a photo sensing solar tracker which, by use of
operational amplifiers, modulates motor power input along a
continuous scale. In other words, as the tracker goes out of
alignment --a slow process at approximately 15 minutes of arc
per minute--the power to the proper motor increases or decreases
accordingly from 0 to 90 volt input.
At the time this project was begun, an existing mechanism
for tilt and rotation was already in place. Due to the serious
flaws in this model, it was concluded that either modification
or complete replacement was in order, A list of problems with
this model as well as a set of preliminary redesigns is attached
at the end of this report. During the design process all teams
on the overall project were consulted with a view toward heading
off possible unforeseen conflicts (e.g. effect of new design on
robot arms' range of motion). It was concluded based on a
review of the options presented that complete redesign provided
the most attractive alternative. The first level of design
addressing the tilt mechanism was based on numerous cardboard
models where the relative link lengths and positions were first
approximated and then later perfected. Toward the end of actual
prototype synthesis many last minute decisions were made based
on material availability and time constraints for project
completion. It was left for final analysis to check the results
of these modifications.
Design Description
The final design consists of a modified "A" frame base with
two vertical uprights supporting the primary pivot bar for the
table top, ]he uprights are in turn supported by brackets, 1/4
inch triangular plates and two stabilizing bars that also serve
as frame support for a control equipment housing. At all stages
of table tilt and rotation there is ample clearanc.e between the
table and base.
The tilt mechanism itself consists of a standard four bar
linkage arranged as follows (See detailed sketch or actual
mechanisms) , Tile crank consists of two 1/4 inch plates of
aluminum pivoting at both ends on bicycle hubs. In between the
two hubs about 3 1/2 inches from the coupler link lies a
pi_oting 3/4 inch nut through which all power is transmitted.
The coupler consists of a simple bar of I inch aluminum box
tubing with solid aluminum clamps at both ends mounting onto
bicycle hubs. The rocker is itself continuous through a variety
of mechanisms with the tilt table itself. At one end it
consists of two triangular parallel plates of 1/6 inch aluminum
riding on a bicycle hub. At the other end, it consists of a 20
lb, steel bar pivoting on 2 inch industrial bearings cases where
the bulk of the table in eight is supported.
The driving source for the tilt table comes from a single
motor and reduction gearbox mounted between the two primary
uprights of the base frame. It should be pointed out that,
since the output shaft is perpendicular to the pivoting axis no
additional bending moments should arise.
The motor has a power output rating of 1/8 hp and the gear
reducer is at 525:1. Attached to the motor, via an aluminum
sleeve and tap screws, is a nineteen inch drill steel driving
screw of 3/4 inch diameter with eight turns to the inch,
Preliminary to Analysis:
Due to the fact that an end product was being worked with
by the time of this write up, all measures taken for the final
analysis process were taken directly from the tilt table itself.
Measures were takeIL three times using rulers, a level and
protractors with the data averaged. Based on the near exact
reproduction of values for each set of measurements, length
accuracies of 0,05 inches were expected, Measures were obtained
with the table in full horizonta] position.
Kinematic Analysis:
Using varying input attg]es for theta 2 in the Fourbar
program, theta 4 was checked until the known value for theta 4
(34.507 degrees, where table is in full upright position) was
obtained. See the primary figure to see how these angles were
first approximated graphically. Once the minimum value for
theta 2 was obtained with respect to the ground link, the
maximum value was obtained by the same process. For this
calculation, theta 4 (table horizontal) was established at
124. 507 degrees.
An initial position analysis using steps of 5 degrees was
made giving a full range of positions from theta 2 minimum to a
2 maximum. Plots of static forces for all links over the given
rat-Lge were not obtainable from the DOM program requiring
separate programming. However, printouts of data from DOM were
pc_ssible over the full range for angles, theta, angular
velocity, omega, and angular acceleration, alpha. Examinatio_t of
this data should be sufficient to justify the prediction that a
dynamic analysis of tile mechanism was unnecessary.
The following spreadsheet and graphs are designed to show
the forces operating in all components of the mechanism during
regular full range operation of the tilt table. The data as
presented suggest some possible areas for design improvement.
Given position data for the fourbar equivalent mechanism from DOM,
measures of center of mass location for the table and the tabletop
angle it was possible to calculate forces in all links and joints.
Starting with the grouted rocker link, D, and the displacement
angle between the ground link and true vertical (i.e. gravitation
vector) moments about this point were used to calculate tension in
the coupler. Since the coupler was a continuous piece, forces in
tl,e coupler were then used to calculate moments about the ground-
crank link and resulting screw forces. The final step in force
balance calculations was to determine all forces and reactions in
terms of the input fr_-_m the screw. This last step in turn made it
possible for all tool:ions in tile fourbar equivalent linkage and
table to be graphically interpreted in terms of motor/screw input.
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Results and Discussion:
Based upon analysis of forces in all components as a function
of table position it is evident that the tilt motor has sufficient
power to move the fully loaded table even in full vertical
position. Forces acting on all parts with the possible exception
of bearings in the bicycle hubs are well within the material
strength limits for these components. When dealing with
substantial masses that must be manipulated in a tight space, it
appears inevitable that large stresses must be borne somewhere.
With this in mind, it appears that the design, while capable of
some improvements is a good starting point for such a task.
Possible room for improvement in the overall design might come
from a study of large optical telescopes which work under the same
fundamental constraints as for this project. A large mass must be
continuously repositioned to track a particular object in the
heavens. It is a common practice in such design to work in a polar
coordinate system. One vector is defined by a plane normal to a
fixed reference axis (i.e. tile North star) and tracking occurs at
a predetermined angular displacement from this axis and then
rotates about the axis at a constant rate. Other room for
improvement lies in testing iterations of the present design with
shifts in key link lengths and pivot positions.
Conclusion:
It is concluded that the fina] design as presented meets all
specifications outlined in the task description. Moreover, the
final design provides numerous benefits over the previous model
in areas of weight reduction, rigidity, storage space and general
aesthetics. Final improvements to the design would most likely
be in the areas of (i) inc'.reasing crank length and screw angle to
improve transmission angles and (2) continued reduction of weight
for all components.
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Apendix
Old table flaws
General notes and figures on ASPOD design
Numerical computer outputs
Spreadsheet program for 'Quatro Pro' diskette
Reveal codes for program
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General Design Flaws in Old Table:
1) Table locks iIt full vertical position and cannot return easily
from any angle beyond 30 degrees from vertical,
2) Cc_ntrols are external to frame and are poorly attached.
3) Base is an "H" frame with insufficient rigidity despite use c_f
six inch "[" beam throughout mechanism,
4) Base is too short:, making structure prone to instability,
5) Base is too l_eavy at 350 Ibs. minus the tilt assembly.
6) Screw box mechanism is prone to severe bending moments which
are only alleviated through use of teflon pads and 5 inch channel
beam to restrain the box.
7) Entire frame assembly is composed of 6 inch "I" beam of
st_bstantial mass held together by 2 inch "L" brackets at the ends.
There are no triangles to hold the base rigid.
8) Key load bearing components are poorly placed and insufficient
in size (i.e. screw box pivot arm is mounted with 3/16 inch
woodscrews).
9) Overall appearance is clunky altd unelegant.
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FOURBAR 5.1 Paul W Fogarty Design # 1 04-30-1994 at 08:35
Angle -
Trans. Angle
20 089
22 786
26 070
19 744
o < _ ,]("
37 793
42 028
46 348
50 728
55 150
2,9 600
64 068
68 546
73 025
77 499
81 962
96 409
99 170
84 780
80 429
76 127
71 884
67 715
63 636
59 666
55 831
Degrees
Link 2
10.370
15 370
20 370
25 370
30 370
35 370
40 370
45 370
50 270
55 370
60 370
65 _'70
70 370
75 370
80 370
85 370
90 370
95 370
!00 370
105 370
I!0 370
115 370
120 370
125 370
130 370
135 370
Link 3
13 544
i0 977
9 151
7 832
6 858
6 123
5 559
5 120
4 776
4 504
4 291
4 125
3 999
3 908
3 _48
3 815
3 809
3 829
3 875
3 948
4 049
4 181
4 348
4 555
4 8O8
5 115
Link 4
33 633
33 762
35 221
37 576
40 538
43 916
47 587
51 468
55 503
59 654
63 891
68 193
72 545
76 933
81 347
85 778
90 218
94 659
99 096
103 519
107 922
112 297
116 633
120 919
125 142
129 285
7able :--_i_ Tztie F,.,ll 4<-f7o,
FOURBAR 5.1 Paul W Fogarty Deslgn = ! 04-30-1994 at 08:37
Omega - Radians/Sec
crank Angle Link 2 Link 3 Link 4
I0 370
19 370
20 370
25 370
30 370
35 370
40 __70
45 370
50 370
55 370
60 37!5
65 370
70 370
75 370
80 370
85 370
90 370
93 370
I00 370
105 370
I i0 370
115 370
120 370
!2_= 370
130 370
135 370
0 002
0 007__
,-_ 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
C: 002
C 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 1302
0 002
0 002
0 0O2
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0.002
0.002
13, 1302
0,002
0.002
0.002
-0 001
-0 001
-0 001
-0 000
-0 000
-0 000
-0 000
-0 000
-0 000
-0 000
-0 000
-,_) 000
-0 000
-0 000
-0 000
-0 000
0 000
3 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
-0 000
0 000
0 001
0 001
0 001
0 001
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
0 002
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FOURBAR 5.1 Paul W Fogarty Design = 1 04-30-1994 at 08:41
Alpha -
Crank Angle
I0 370
15 37!9
20 370
25 370
30 370
:35 37O
4_ 370
45 370
50 370
55 370
_0 370
65 370
0 ? 7 '}
75 370
80 370
85 370
99 370
95 370
i00 370
105 370
113 370
115 270
120 373
125 370
i}0 370
135 370
Radians/Sec'2
Link 2
0. 000
0 000
¢ 00 ¢
,3 000
0 000
0 000
0 0 ¢ 0
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
Link 3
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 030
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
Link
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
4
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
FOURBAR 1 04-30-1994 at 17:575.1 Paul W Fogarty Design #
Angle - Degrees
Trans. Angle Link 2
60.262 129.610
Table =____ Title 0_-_v__/o_
Link 3 Link
FOURBAR 5.1 Paul W Fogarty Design # 1
Angle - Degrees
Trans. Angle Link 2
24.700 18.370
Table __ Title I_¢_-ev_,'_t'o_
04-30-1994 at
Link 3
9.809
17:57
Link
34.509
FOURBAR
FOURBAR
5.1 Paul W Fogarty Design _ 1
Angle - Degrees
Trans. Angle Link 2
59.270 60.000
Table #__[ Title I_-_._,,G_.,_
5.1 Paul W Fogarty Design # 1
Angle - Degrees
Trans. Angle Link 2
85.103 I00.000
04-30-1994 at 17 :59
Link 3 Link 4
4.305 63.575
04-30-1994 at 17:59
Link 3 Link 4
3.871 98.768
STATIC STRESS ANALYSIS FOR ASPOD TILT-TABLE MECHANISM
(Full Range of Motion from Vertical - 0 degrees- to Horizontal)
Raw Angular Data (all corrections by Theta I - 84.4725 degrees)
Theta 2 Theta 3 There 4 Theta CM Tabletop
degrees degrees degrees degrees degrees
10.37 13.54 33.63 85.37 -0.89
15.37 10.98 33.76 85.24 -0.77
20.37 9.15 35.22 83.78 0.69
25.37 7.83 37.58 81.42 3.05
30.37 6.86 40.54 78.46 6.01
35.37 6.12 43.92 75.08 9.39
40.37 5.56 47.59 71.41 13.06
45.37 5.12 51.47 67.53 16.94
50.37 4.78 55.50 63.50 20.98
55.37 4.50 59.65 59.35 25.13
60.37 4.29 63.89 55.11 29,36
65.37 4.13 68.19 50.81 33.67
70 37 4.00 72.55 46.46 38.021
75.37 3.91 76.93 42.07 42.41i
80.37 3.85 81.35 37.65 46.82
85.37 3.82 85.78 33.22 51.25 i
90.37 3.81 90.22 28.78 55.69
95.37 3.83 94.66 24.34 60.13
100.37 3.88 99.10 19.90 64.57
105.37 3.95 103.52 15.48 68.99
110.37 4.05 107.92 11.08 73.39
115.37 4.18 112.30 6.70 77.77
120.37 4.35 116.63 2.37 82.11
125.37 4,56 120.92 -1.92 86.39
130.37 4.81 125.14 -6.14 90.61
L.135.37 5.12 129.29 -10.2_8 94.76
CONSTANTS USED:
Mcm = 260 Ibm
Rcm = 22 inches
AB = 16.25 inches
BC = 31.25 inches
CD = 18.576 inches
DA = 31.145 inches
FA= 13.31 inches
EA = 12.13 inches
Screw = 24.25 inches
3
Constants not used:
Arbitrary masses)
;crew = 4 Ibm
link AB= 11 Ibm
linkBC= 5 Ibm
motor= 5 Ibm
(In the follo_ng calculations all links are regarded as essentially massless.
This approximation is essentialty true when one considers the substancial
difference between the mass concentrated at the idealized center of mass
for the tabletop vs the relat_vetysmall link masses. It should further be noted
that the mass of the rocker, by far the heaviest link is not disregarded in
these calculations)
A) Moments About Pivot "D" ( CW = +) = ZERO:
Mom D = Mcm*g*Rcm*SIN(Theta CM) - CD*SIN(Theta 4)*T*COS(Theta 3) = 0
(This equation may then be solved for T, the tension/compression in the coupler. BC,)
B) Reeultant Force Acting at "D" ReeD = SUM Fx X SUM Fy:
(Vector addition is the rule)
C) Moments About Pivot "A" (CW = +) = ZERO:
(Used in solution of force, P, ac'dng in screw and at pivot E)
(determint]on of screw angle, EFA, relative to AB is needed)
D) Length of Screw, EF, Used in Calculations of Buckling and Angle, EFA:
EF = FA^2 + EA^2 -2(FA)(EA)COSINE(Theta 2 + 8.815degrees)
E) Determination of Angle EFA:
(Law of Sines applied)
F) Force, P, acting in screw EF ( - => compressive):
P = -1T*cos(Theta 3)*AB)/sin(EFA)*FA
G) Reeultant of Forces Acting at Pivot A:
Forces in All Relevant Links and Pivots
TinBC ResD EF EFA P screvResA
Force Force Length Angle Force Force
(Ibf) (Ibf) (inches) (degrees (Ibf) (Ibf)
569.98 825.00 4.40 65.06 -746.11 946.99
562.45 819.19 5.45 65.69-739.71 913.19
537.61 795.38 6.51 65.31 -713.24 856.27
504.00 762.40 7.56 64.33-676.35 788.74
46754 726.34 8.60 62.98 -636.15 719.60
431.45 690.52 9.63 61.39 -596.60 653.69
397.18 656.45 !0 64 5962 -559.45 592.97
307.90 b6/.41 13.bb b3,68 -465.13 443,51
282.06 541.69 14.48 51.56-438.43 403.12
257.71 517.37 15.37 49.40 -413.33 366.51
234.54 494.24 16.24 47.20-389.32 333.14
212.29 472.01 17.08 44.97-365.88 302.52
190.70 450.45 17.88 42.71 -342.45 274.15
169.54 429.31 18.65 40.44 -318.41 247.54
148.59 408,38 19.39 38.15-293.05 222.07
127.62 387.43 20.09 35.84 -265.52 197.06
106.41 366.24 20.75 33.52 -234.72 171.56
84.73 344.56 21,37 31.19 -199.29 144.34
62.34 322.21 21.95 28.85 -157.35 113.68
38.95 298.86 22.49 26.50 -106,29 77.11
14.27 274.23 22.98 24.15 -42.46 31.14
-12.06 247.98 23.44 21,78 39.54 29.48
-40,43 219.74 23.85 19.42 147.95 112.77
-71.31 189.08 24.21 17.05 295.79 231.49
I(Given the calculated data on length of the screw for any given instant of
position we may now work backwards with screw length as a linear
function of position - i.e. constant velocity. This is a suficiently accurate
representation of the actual screw-crank mechanism. Since the screw
pitch and motor rotational speed are determined from the prototype
resell, measures of torque on the motor and gear reducer are simplified)
Calculations of required motor power are based on the following assumptions:
1) Since no bending moments are applied to the screw the total torque
required to turn the screw are a function of the axial force on the screw, the
coefficient of kinetic friction between steel and brass (the materials of the
screw and nut respectively) and the mean radius of the screw.
2) Power = Force x Velocity or Torque / time.
Uk = kinetic coefficient of friction = 03 max
Rs = Mean radius of screw = 0.375 inches
Screw velocity = RPM x 2PiRs =
torque Power Power
in-lbf In-lblsec hp
2.5 in/see max (Note this is the thl
83.94 559.58 0.0848
83.22 554.78 0.0841
80.24 534.93 0.081
76.09 507.26 0.0769
71 57 477.11 0.0723
67 12 447.45 0.0678
62.94 419.59 0.0636
59.09 393.94 0.0597
55.57 370.44 0.0561
52.33 348.85 0.0529
49.32 328.82 0.0498
46.50 310.00 0.047
4380 291.99 Q0442
41.16 274.41 0.0416
38.53 256.84 0.0389
35.82 238.81 0.0362
32.97 219.79 0.0333
29.87 199.14 0.0302
26.41 176.04 0.0267
22.42 14947 0.0226
17.70 118.01 0.0179i
11 96 79.72 0.0121
4.78 31.85 0.0048
4 45 29.66 0.0045
16.64 11096 0.0168
3328 221.84 0.0336
(Note all these figures are substantial overestimates for required power)
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INTRODUCTION:
For the past three years, engineers at the University of Arizona in association with
the Universities Space Research Association and NASA have been attempting to address
the problem of man made orbital debris. Since the inception of space flight over thirly
years ago, such debris has continued to accumulate in earth orbit to the point where it now
poses a serious navigational hazard to both manned and unmanned spacecraft. This
problem has taken on new urgency in light of a recent near miss incident involving the
space shuttle Atlantis and a derelict Soviet booster rocket.
Under the leadership of Dr. Kumar Ramohalli, U. of A. engineering students have
developed a prototype orbital spacecraft called ASPOD (Automated Space Processor for
Orbital Debris). ASPOD is designed to systematically gather and process large pieces of
unwanted debris and store it for future disposal. Principle features of the spacecraft include
two mechanical manipulator arms to capture and position debris for processing, and a solar
powered cutting array to reduce large debris into manageable pieces. The cutting array
assembly consists of four silver plated mirrors and five fresnel lenses mounted on a frame
made of grapbite/epoxy tubing. The mirrors reflect radiation from the sun, channeling it
into the fresnel lenses. The lenses in turn focus this energy on a small point in space. The
mechanical arms can then maneuver a large piece of debris through this point where the
intensely focused beam of solar radiation will dismember it.
sun
1375Wlm _
FRAME
mirror lens
lens lens
QeD_
, Figure I
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Previous design iterations of the cutting torch utiliTed a heavy kevlar and aluminum
frame. The design emphasis being to make the frame so stiff and inflexible that the optics
could rmt he miaati_ned undzr any circun_tanco_. Although the prototype performed
adequately in ground testing, its excessive weight made it impractical for space flight. Thus
a lightweight graphite/epox'y frame was constructed to replace it.
The current undergraduate design team lead by Jack Rust was charged with the task
of "designing and fabricating mounting pads to physically afftx the array and an alignment
jig to ensure the ideal focal point" In addition, the team has been asked to study the
problems associated with launch, insertion, and operation of the cutting torch in the harsh
environment of low earth orbit. Based on these and other studies, the design team would
implement changes as necessary to improve the performance of the cutting torch in all
aspects. :¢= _,_LL'x.L.a.
/j.t -_
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Limitations and constraints as de_ted by the client appear to be somewhat
flexible. The entire assembly shouldbe able to fit within a cube measuring.f-m_ feet by fi_--
feet and should o more than 7 riteria fulfilled by the previous design. In
addition, the cutting torch must operate effectively when aligned with the sun to a tolerance
of _+.1° of arc. This being the current limitation of the solar tracking apparatus. Having
invested substantial lime and money into the development of the new lightweight
graphite/epoxy frame, the client naturally wishes to incorporate it into the new design.
Initial research has revealed that the frame, though lightweight, tends to exhibit
considerable deflections when loaded. Therefore, if the frame is used it must me modified
or complimented such that the mirrors and lenses will be positioned accurately enough to
work properly during ground tests. In addition, the sensitive nature of the composite matrix
precludes drilling or machining the frame in any way. To do so would substantially weaken
the frame components. Therefore, use of conventional metal fasteners will be avoided
when mounting optical components to the frame.
Withregard to curling performance, client specifications are not narrowly defined.
It is expected that the new eL--sign will be able to outperform the p_vious model which was
able to cut through .005" almninum sheet.
Based on initial investigation and study, the design team has established its own
target specifications for weight and performance. We believe it is possible to design a
cutting array weighing no more than 30 Ibm that can cut through .015" stainless steel sheet
metal. Clearly, this would be an extraordinary improvement on the previous design and
would more than adequately satisfy the requirements which our client has thus far
promulgated.
DESIGNING FOR THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT
Although the solar powered cutting array for the ASPOD prototype is to be tested
and proven only on the ground, the ultimate goal is a design that will function properly in
the harsh environment of space. To this end, the cutting array will incorporate design
features which account for the effects of extraterrestrial radiation and monatomic oxygen
corrosion. Both phenomena are quite prevalent in the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) environment
and both have the potential to seriously affect design performance.
ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION
r.__bital radiation originates from three primary sources; the sun. the earth's radiation
belt, and cosmic sources outside the solar system. The intensity of the radiation flux
exhibited in LEO varies as a function of satellite altitude and solar activity. Aside from the
ob'_ious physiological hazards radiation poses to astronaut crews, it also creates serious
material problems in unmanned spacecraft. Mechanical properties of many materials have
been known to degrade following prolonged exposure to radiation. Radiation data for a
number of materials are given below.
Radiation Damage Thresholds for Certain
Classes of Materials
101 - 10 3 radElectronic
Componznts
Polymeric Materials
Lubricants,
Hydraulic Fluid
Ceramic, Glasses
Structural Metals,
Alloys
10 7 - 109 rad
10 _ - 10 7 rad
10_ - 10 8 rad
109 - 1011 rad
Table 1
Throughout the courseof the ASPOD program, Dr. Ramoholli and othershave
expressed a keen interest in using graphite/epoxT composite materials whenever possible in
the construction of the spacecraft.
Although it possesses an exceptional strength to weight ratio, little is talown about
the behavior of this material following prolonged exposure to extraterrestrial radiation. At
what cumulative exposure level does the composite's material strength begin Io degrade'?
Will the performance of the solar cutting array be adversely affected by prolonged radiation
exposure'?
In order to answer these and other questions, a number of composite tensile test
specimens have been fabricated by this design team and tested at The University of
,M'izona Physical Metallurgy Laboratory. Five of these specimens were irradiated a! The
University of Arizona Nuclear Engineering Radiography Laboratory. A diagram of the
apparatus used to simulate an extraterrestrial gamma radiation emdronment is shown.
Figure 3
('ckoH'-aO
When the source block is lifted, the tensile test specimens arc exposed to an
intensely radioactive cobalt 60 point source. Each specimen is exposed at a rate of
approximate .iy 7:_,000 rada pot"minute. The exceptionally high expogure rate allows one to
simulate several years of space exposure over the course of a few hours.
In this manner, five composite tensile test specimens were subjected to varying
degrees of exposure then tested to destrucfon. The ultimate tensile strengths of these
specimens is shown below.
Radiation
Exposure
Non Radiated
107 Rad
5 × 107 Rad
108 Rad
5 x 108 Rad
109 Rad
Ultimate Stress
0bf/in')
87,093 to 108,415
94,228
85,031
87,634
100,686
117,497
TaNe2
Although the radiation exposure was increased by orders of magnitude with each
succeeding specimen, the change in ultimate tensile strength was relatively small. It would
take hundreds of years in space before the composite material could accumulate as much
exposure as it did in this test. Thus, these results would seem to indicate that the
performance of the cutting array will not be adversely affected bv extraterrestrial radiation.
MONATOMIC OXYGEN CORROSION
By far themostsevereenvironmentalfactoraffectingthedesign,monatomic
oxygen corrosion has proven to be very destructive to orbiting satellites m lhe past. I! has
often resulted in the premature failure of satellite components particularly solar panels
incorporating silver and/or graphite/epoxy parts.
As with extraterrestrial radiation, the intensity of ATOX corrosion would appear to
be a function of solar activity as well as altitude. Corrosion data for some materials is listed
below.
Thickness loss per year of different solar array materials at 400 km altitude
under minimum and maximum solar activiV conditions
Material Thickness Loss
Silver
interconnector
Kapton frigid)
Epo,w
Maximum
16.09
4.6
4.81
Minilnun'l
194
55.4
58.06
Table 3
Silver coatings similar to that used on the ASPOD mirrors are particularly
vulnerable to the affects of ATOX corrosion. The nominal thickness of mirror film to be
used on this project is less than seventy, microns. Under normal orbital conditions, the
surface would be completely destroyed in less than six months without some form of
adequate protection.
In orderto solve this problem from an engineering standpoint, it is necessary to
gain some understanding of how the mechanism of ATOX corrosion works. At the fringes
_f thz a_mo6phm'e oxyszn 8aa i6 iortlzzd by high znergy radiation primarily, from the sun.
The resulting negative ions oxidize quite readily with all manner of materials. In the
ASPOD mirrors, ATOX would infiltrate through defects in the coating which protects the
silver surface. Once beneath the coating, ATOX corrodes all of the silver in the immediate
vicinity of the detect. Thus, the severity, of the corrosion occurring over time is directly
dependent on the degree to which the proteclive coating has been punctured by high
energy particles, micro meteoroids, or other abrasions. When ATOX ions impact the
surface of the mirrors at high relative velocities, corrosion problems are greatly
exacerbated.
High energy ions striking the mirrors deliver sufficient kinetic energy to punctuate
and erode the mirrors protective coating. In addition, ions which strike at large angles of
incidence with the surface infiltrate horizontally into the silver material. This has the effect
of undercutting the protective surface and depriving it of structural support. Over time, the
protective surface material flakes off exposing the silver beneath.
With continued exposure to high relative velocity particle erosion in an ATOX
environment the mirror material will degrade much more rapidly than it would if shielded
from high velocity impacts. The annual decrease in material thickness of any substance
exposed to ATOX corrosion is expressed by the following equations: a.k Q_
#^o = Nd _.. cos 0 _--_-- -_
_fj
Where:
#no = ATOX flux in atoms/cm 2 sec
N_, = ATOX density
_,_- Spacecraft Velocity
0 = Angle of Incidence
t-- 365*86,400* #Ao*R,
t- Annual Thickness Loss
R, = ATOX reaction coefficient
10
Onecanuse the above equations to calculate the orbital lifetime of an unprotected
70 micron silvered mirror. Bearing in mind that ASPOD will be required to change orbit
and aitimd= frzqtmntly and eonaulting the graph of altitude v6. ATOX flux shown below,
one may reasonably assume a mean flux of 10 _4 atoms, cm'- sec.
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Figure 4
Assuming a reactivity coefficient of 10. 5 _ 10 -z4 cm 3 /atom for silver,
calculations indicate that the mirror would be eaten at the rate of 330 microns per year.
Thus, without adequate protection the mirror would be completely destroyed within three
months. The mirror lifetime will of course vary depending upon ATOX flux variations.
The flux in turn is dependent upon both the eleven year solar cycle and relative velocity of
the ATOX particles.
If the mirrors could be shielded from high velocity particles, the flux could be
considerabh,.' attenuated and the lifetmle of the mirrors increased. _ is the primmy
reasoning behind the shrouded ASPOD design pictured in Figure 2.
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Althoughthemirrorswill still be exposed to a substantial ATOX flux, the flux component
in the direction of motion (V,) can be cut considerably. Thereby extending the life of the
mirror_.
When the torch is not in use, ASPOD will simply maneuver the assembly such that the /_!
/
top and bottom openings are ninet),.' degrees away from the direction of satellite motion./_-J /
Although not the most sophisticated method for protecting tile mirrors, it is both simple
and inexpensive. In addition, it will help to lend much needed structural support. Idealt_.'.
the shroud and mirror panels would be fabricated from the same lightweight _'aphite, epox-,,.
materials used in the frame. This project will likely use po .lyethylene panels unless a more
inexpensive means can be found to fabricate large sheets of composite. Although heavier
than composite materials, po.lyethylene will adequately serve the requirements of a ground
based demonstration array.
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MOUNTING OF LENSES AND MIRRORS
The original configuration of the ASPOD solar cutting array has been retained as
shown Figure 2. However, the new design will incorporate a considerably larger central
fresnel lens. It measures four square feet whereas the previous design used a one square
foot lens which enabled it to cut .005 in. aluminum sheet metal with some difficulty. The
new lens can cut similar metal instantaneously and makes short work of steel or brass
specimem of much greater thickness. Performance data about this lens gathered from
experimental techniques and computer simulation is discussed in detail later in the this
report. In addition to a larger lens, the new design also incorporates panels which enclose
the entire array about the central axis. Figure 2 shows the array partially, enclosed allowing
a view of the internal mirror and lens arrangement. Ideally., the panels would be fabricated
out of graphite/epoxy which e.'dfibits an excellent strength-to-weight ratio. The ground
prototype _ill likcl), incorporate PVC panels which are easier to fabricate and several times
cheaper. The enclosure will provide protection against monatomic oxygen corrosion in
addition to providing much needed structural support. The new design will also incorporate
lighter mirrors than the 52 lbm (total minor weight) of the previous design. The new
mirrors make use of 3M brand SS-95 High Performance Silver Reflective Film commonly
known as "Silverlux" which exhibits slightly better reflective properties than the old
aluminum mirror. The film is coated with an adhesive backing and will be mounted on a
PVC subslrate material identical to the enclosure panels.
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In order to "physically affix the array" and "ensure the ideal focal point" as
requested by our sponsor in their proposag the new design will incorporate adjustable
mounting brackzta for all of the lzn_es. To arrive at thi_ design, a number of questions
needed to be addressed. Among them,
l)In which direction and to what extent should they be movable?
2) What degree of precision will be required in the adjustment?
3) What material exhibits the best combination of strength, weight,
machinability, corrosion and radiation resistance and low cost'?.
The cutting array is designed to support the weight of all optical components and
maintain them in proper position to function effectively when fully, assembled and standing
relativeb" still on a test table or mounted to the spacecraft. Nevertheless, misafignment of
optical components due to mechanical shock, transporting of the array', repeated assembb _
and dis&ssemb .ly and general wear and tear are inex.qtable. Therefore, the new design must
pro,ride for manual adjustment of the lenses so that all of the energy can be directed into
the smallest possible focal zone as shown in_igure 1./Each of the mirrors are to be
fastened to the frame at four points and are not likely to be so severely misaligned as to
require manual adjustment. Therefore, the T will be fixed and the lenses will be adjusted to
accommodate them if necessary.
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MANEUVERABILITY OF LENSES AND MIRROR
LARGE FRESNEL LENS ;
The large central lens projects the largest and hottest focal zone centered directh"
beneath the array. The most logical approach would be to adjust the focus of the central
lens first then adjust the four surrounding small lenses so that they can contribute their
energy to the same point on the cutting surface. To do this, the central lens must exhibit
linear freedom of motion along the vertical axis of the array. See figure below.
×
r
]i [ / /J
------ _--3
Figure 5
There can be limited rotation in the (_O) and (0/_P) directions.
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SMALL LENSES
Similarly, each of the small surrounding lenses will need to translate along the plane
of ita corrzaponding mirror. In addition, each chould be capable of rotary motion about the
base axis as pictured in Figure 6.
x
L_^S / '',
Figure 6
MIRRORS ;
The precision and extent of mirror movement required depends on the extent to
which shock or movement of the array may misalign the mirrors and the extent to which
that would affect the performance of the cutting array. Experimental results detailed in the
heat transfer and performance section of this report show that a fresnel lens can still
maintain very high focal zone temperatm'es even when misaligned by several degrees.
Thus a rigid mount for the mirrors will be sufficient.
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A tabular summary of component maneuverability is shown below.
fresnellerm [ m°fi°n i DOF isiz , I
I induced t 1
F translation __
LARGE _ limited _ _ appro,"_natelv
I I _ o
I rotation ,[ _ 5 °
ISMALL r induced [ 1 ± 2 in.[ translation j
j rotation j 1 20 °
amount
+2in.
Table 4
DEGREE OF PRECISION
LARGE LENS
For the large central lens, a 2 m. linear range of motion should be more than
adequate to adjust the lens focus under normal circumstances. The focusing mechanism
should provide for both coarse and fine adjustment. The coarse adjustment should allow
focusing of the mirror along its axis of motion down to the within an inch of the desired
location. The fine adjustment will make use of fine threaded lead screws allowing focusing
down to the nearest sixteen thousandths of an inch.
SMALL LENSES
The surrounding small lenses will have similar linear focusing requirements. In
addition, mounting brackets for the small lenses should allow for radial positioning across a
range of twenty degrees down to the nearest degree. Based on the data gathered by
experimentation with the fresnel lenses, positioning the mirrors anywhere within these
ranges of motion should not seriously hamper their effectiveness.
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MATERIALS SELECTION
In selecting materials from which to fabricate the mounting brackets, a number of
factor_ mugt be taken in to account. A combination of adequate strength and light weight
is of paramount importance.
At the same time the design team must be able to produce the design in the ._.ME
production lab. The brackets must also be resistant to monatomic oxygen corrosion and
radiation effects. Aluminum fulfills all of these requirements in addition to being
inexpensive.
18
CHOSEN BRACKET DESIGN
Adhering to the aforementioned design criteri_ we have engineered the following
brackets.
I.,-LRGE FRESNEL LENS
Below is a three dimensional drawing of our chosen design. For a detailed
description consult blueprint number two.
/
Figure 7
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The large fresnel lens is supported by four adjustable brackets, each of which is
attached to a vertical member of the composite frame. To position the large fresnel lens.
the clamp adju_lln[; Gcrewa are loo_oned allowing the bracket to _lide freeb,' along the
vertical frame member. The bracket can then be moved to within rough_' one inch of thv
desired position. This independent fi'eedom of motion for each bracket allows us to
compensate for any misalignment of the large fresnel lens. In this manner, the trade-off
between ultra-tight tolerances (fixed optics) verses loose tolerances (adjustable optics) is
addressed. Tolerances are not as easily controlled as adjustable optics. Refer to blueprint
number two for detailed technical specifications.
S_L'..LL LENS BRACKET
Below is a three dimensional view of our chosen bracket design.
J
/
/
/
Figure 8
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This bracket allows two directions of motion as required. The translational motion
along the plane of the mirror is controlled by the large lead screw which can be turned by
hand or with an All_n wranch. Thia deaign will give a two inch range of motion. The an_e
of the lens will be controlled by a worm and worm gear assembly. Control is achieved by'
turning the adjusting screw. The worm gear concept was chosen since it allows for positive
control in both directions.
DEGREE OF PRECISION
LARGE FRESNEL LENS BRACKET
The lead screw which controls the fine adjustment will have sixteen threads per
inch. For a quarter inch turn a 0.015 in. travel of the large fresnel lens will result. This
meets the adjustabiliw precision criteria.
SMALL FRESNEL LENS BRACKE__T
The small lens bracket will have the same translational precision as the large lens
bracket. The worm gear assembly provides for a large angle of adjustment far beyond the
m'enty degree range of rotation required. One quarter turn of the lens angle adjusting
screw results in approximate .ly one degree rotation of the small lens which satisfies the
precision adjustability requirement for rotation.
TOLERANCES
A tolerance of 0.010 in. will be assumed in machining these brackets. This will
facilitate manufacturing while at the same time fulfilling the design requirements.
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MATERIAL SELECTION
Material selection was based upon a number of considerations. These included
aaat, maahinability, r.orroe.k)n roe.ktance, availability, durability, thermal considerations, and
weight. Aluminum best satisfies these criteria in the following ways:
It is lightweight which is beneficial in maneuvering the assembb"
It is inexpensive and available in all required shapes and sizes
Machinabili .ty characteristics are desirable (turns. mills, and cuts easil3" )
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CUTTING ARRAY PERFORMANCE
& HEAT TRANSFER MODEL
The tntal pov.,m- output of the aolar cuttin 8 device can be calculated. This output is
a function of the surface area and transmissivity of the lenses, the efficiency of the mirrors.
and the insolation coefficient Gsc. The coefficient Gsc is a constant which represents the
amount of solar radiation hitting an extra-terrestrial surface normal to the sum rays. The
calculations in the appendix yield a solar cutting power of 763 Watts.
A heat transfer program was designed to provide cutting estimates for various
materials under the focal region of the proposed solar cutting torch. The source code )br
the prepare is located in appendix. The heat transfer model was designed for rapid
estimates of the cutting limits applied to various materials for two geometries. The
following assumptions were made in the creation of the heat transfer model.
The focal region of the lens cutting system produces 763 Watts eveI_'
distributed about a radius of 2.0 centimeters.
All materials absorb 49.3% of the energy provided at the focal region.
MateriaLs experience both radiation and conductive heat transfer.
Materials do not experience convective heat transfer because of the vacuum
environment of space.
The materials do not experience chemical reaelions, such as bm'ning,
because of the limited atmosphere.
The model uses finite differences with Euler explicit forward differentiation
to simulate the heat transfer.
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The equations for the heat transfer analysis start with the conservation of energy.
Qa._ = Qi, - Q,_
Next we turn to the basic heat transfer equations.
_,dxJ
O,_i,_o_ = Q, = cgA T 4
Q,r= = solar energy input
When combined with the energy equations the following relationship is produced.
_2. = (Q,),.
Qout = (Qc + Qr ),,a
The heat transfer model uses finite differences to represent the differential terms of the
energy balance equation. This finite differences model is applied to two geometric shapes.
the rectangular bar and the plate, Both geometries will simplify to a one-dimensional heat
transfer problena. The bar is broken down into a series of small blocks. The block
elements are placed end to end. The solar heat input is directed at the center block and the
heat flows outward from the center block. Because the flow is symmetrical to the left and
to the right of the heat source, the analysis is simplified by only looking at half of the bar.
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P/2 = 382 W
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Figure 9
This new configuration experiences only half of the solar heat input and the heat flow
proceeds from the source element to the end element in a one-dimensional flow. The
differential length (dx) or (alL) of each element is constant and is strategicalb., chosen so as
to correspond to the size of the solar input region. The actual distance (dL) used in the
program is equal to half of the diameter of the focal region. The first element of the model
is then the only. element to experience the direct heat input of Qspot.
The conduction area (Ac) between all blocks and the radiation area (._u') are
defined by the following equations.
.4 = w-h
A, ",,'.dL
The mass of any given block is then defined.
m=A,.h
The plate geometry differs slightly from the bar geometry.. Instead of block
elements the plate uses concentric rin_.
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P = 763W
I
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Plate (Concentric Rings)
Radial
Figure 10
The distance dR is used instead of dL. The conduction area and the radiation area are
different for each ring element.
A_(O - 2n(i.dR).h
,_,(o: _(;.,_)' - ((;- _).,_)']
= _.,_ [(i)=- 02- 2i • liq
= 7r-dR 2 .(2i- 1)
The conduction area (Ac) for an element i is defined as the area of the outer cdgc of the
ring element. This is the conduction area for the exit surface of the clcmenl.
The solar input (Qspot) is applied to the first ring element which is actually a disc.
The plate geometry behaves in the same manner as the bar geometry in all other aspects.
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The following is a table of the heat transfer coefficients for the various materials
used m the program.
Material
Aluminum
(pure)
Brass
(70%Cu,30%Zn)
Carbon Steel
(1.0% C)
Copper
(pure)
Iron
(pure)
Lead
(pure)
Silver
(pure)
Titanium
Density
"rho"
(kg,m"3)
2707
Thermal
Conductivit3"
"k"
(W/re.K)
204
Heal
Capacity
llCll
(,J;k_.K)
896
Melting
Temperature
"Tmelt"
fI,:)
8522 111 385 ,
7800 43 473 1537+273
8954
7897
386
73
419
Not Available
I
11373
10524
660_273
1083_273_ _
I
i
383 : 1083-273
I
452 1537_273
130 327+273
234
4507 523
961+273
1670+273
Table 5
Now we take a close look at the program itsel£ Quick Basic was used for the
model because it was easily, accessible. The complete program is listed in the appendix.
On the following page is a flow chart to explain the desired funcfionalit3.' of the program.
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o[ Choose Material(AI, Cu, 7e, Steel, etc..)
Choose Geometry ](Bar or Plat )
InffialJze Model ](]_old .. 0, etc..)
I
Calculate T_new
E_ment Heat In Heat Out
1
2
i
n
Q spot
Conduction from I
Conduction from i-I
Conduction from n-1
Conduction to 2, Radiation
Conduction to 3, Radiation
Conduction to i+1, I_odiation
t_adiotion
(SuC_,Ce_) , (Fail) /
Test Parameters /
Figure 11
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Block #1 is the starting block of the program. This corresponds to lines 10 through
70 of the program. The following constants are defined.
* Number of differential elements, nEnd
• Maximum number of time steps, TheEnd
• l)i.crtance between differential bar dements, dL [meters]
• Distance between differential ring elements, dR [meters]
• Pi (n), pi
• Stefan-Boltzman constant (o), S [W/m" .K 4]
• Elapsed time, Time [sec]
• Time step, dt [see]
The following element properties are dimensioned.
• Next temperature of an element, Tnew(i) [K]
• Last temperature of an.element, Told(i) [K]
• Conduction area out of an element, At(i) [m=]
• Radiation _urface area of the top of an element, At(i) [m 2]
• Conductive heat transfer out of an element, Qc(i) [W]
• Radiative heat transfer out of top surface of an element, Qr(i) [W]
The starting temperature is initialized.
• Last temperature of all elements is set to zero degrees Kelvin, Told(i) = 0
This corresponds to lines 0 through 99 of the program.
In block #2 the user chooses file desired material to test.
following material constants.
• Melting Temperature, Tmelt
• Thermal Conductivity, k
• Heat Capaci .ty, c
• Demity, rho
This process selects the
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Block_2correspondsto line 100through299of theprogram.
In block #3 the user defines the geometry" of the material.
are made.
• Bar or Plate Geometry.
• Thickness of Specimen, h [nan]
• Width of Bar (bar geometry, only.), w [ram]
From this information the following is calculated.
Thickness of Specimen, h [m]
Width of Bar (bar geometry only), w [m]
The follow,ins decisions
Conduction Cross-sectional Area of each element, At(i) [m'_'2]
Radiation Surface Area of each element,. AKi) [mA2]
Solar heat gain from the lens system, Qspot [W]
Finite distance between elements, dx [m]
The solar heat gain is calculated assuming the material will absorb 50% of the radiation
applied to it. This corresponds to lines 300 through 399 of the program.
The next few lines of the program (400 through 499) correspond to anything on
the block diagram. Two things occur in this portion of the code.
• A report header is printed
• Some constants are combined into one value
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Block #4 is the main loop of the program. This block of code calculates and
updates the new temperatures for all of the finite elements according to the foiler, rag
Q,,hodula. Ilmmmmharr that Qc(i) refm to the heat flux out of the element i to the element
/-I.
Element Heat In Heat Out
1 Qspot Qc(1) _- 2*Qr(1)
2 Qc(1) Qc(2) + 2*Qr(2)
i Qc(i-1) Qc(i) + 2*Qr(i)
nEnd Qc(nEnd-1) 2*Qr(nEnd)
The radiation heat flux is doubled because it occurs out of both the top and the bottom of
each element. All heat transfer terms are calculated from the temperature readings at the
last time step. The values for Told are only updated after all the Tnew valwm have been
calculated. The program also checks for abnormal heat transfer. If the temperature of an3"
element (i) at any instance is greater than the temperature of the previous eleanent (i-l) then
the program makes a note of the abnormal heat flow which vv511be reported at the end of
the simulation. Block -"4 corresponds to lines 500 through 799 of the program.
Block #5 tests to see if the material has melted. If so, the program proceeds to
block #7 which reports the melting results. This refers to line 770 and lines 900 to 999.
Block #6 test to see ff the simulation is out of time. If not, the program loops back
block _4. If so, the program proceeds to block #8 which reports the failure to melt. This
refers to line 780 and lines 800 to 899.
Block n9 reports the test information. This includes the follo_,_ng.
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• Material properties
• Simulation geometry
• Any noted abnormalities
This block refers to lines 1000 to 1130 of the code.
The Heat transfer model needed to be calibrated. To do this we compared it to the
experimental results obtained from melting the steel strips. The value for absorptix4ty was
adjusted until the computer model reaches its closest match to the experimentation. The
calibration resulted in the best value for absorptivity of the material. This value is used for
all of the materials in the simulation because it is the only value available, tlere are the
results from this experiment with the calibrated computer model.
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Thickness
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.008
0.009
0.010
0.011
0.012
0.013
Experimental Results
Steel Strip (width = 13 rnm)
Model Melting Time
(so )
0.9
1.2
1.5
1.8
2.3
3.2
4.4
5.8
7.4
Experimental Melting Time
(see)
4.7
4.8
3.6
Eiiii_!i!_i!!!ii!i!iii_!_i:iiiii_iiiiii_iiiiiii!!iiii!!!!ii!iiiiiiiii!i!iiiiiii_!!!_!i
7.7
9.3
8.0
12
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
0.014 9.5 18.6
0.015 12.5 17.4
0.016 18.5 21.4
0.017 43.3
0.018 ....
23.4
:.........,.,...... ,.-......,.....,..,.............: ..... -..,. • .:......
.iiiii!i_i_i_ii!i!ii_i_i_!_!_!_!_!:iii_..6_iii_i_i:?_i!i:iiiii!i_iii!i!i!iii:!:i
......... ,., ...... ,-, ...... ,., ........... ,
0.019 .......
0.020 ........
\
z,
7,
2,
?
,x
Table 6
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behave m a somewhat ime_ manner.
maximum thlaknoQa that zan be cut.
difference in behavior.
The computer results behave in an exponential manner and the experimental results
Both however have reasonable consistency" for the
There are _everal reasons that contribute to the
Oxidization - The metal o.-dde has a different melting temperature than the
metal itself.
• Blackening - The material blackens when it oxidizes and therefore changes
the absorptivi_'.
• Coefficients - The thermodynamic constants used in the model are actually
a function of temperature.
• Convection - The model does not account for convective heat transfer in
the metal whereas the experiment definitely was affected by convection.
• Human Error - Many of the experimental results have a bias error due to
the lag from positioning the strip in the focal zone.
The shaded values are bad data points and were thrown out of the correlation analysis.
Using QuattroPro, a regression analysis was performed on the experimental and theoretical
melting times. This analvsis resulted in an 83% correlation, 100% meaning perfect
con'elation and 0% meaning no correlation. Below is a graphical representation of
theoretical versus experimental melting times.
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Theoretical vs. Empirical Results
Steel Strip -width = 13 mm
t I
E 20 r
_" E I83% Correlitior_
_15i I L
.0 t
° ;
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Empirical Melting Time (see)
Figure 12
The heat transfer computer model yielded the following results for maximum
thickness of materials that can be cut within 10 seconds.
Material
i ,Aluminum
Brass
Carbon Steel
Copper
Iron
Maximum Material Thickness
(Cuttin_ Time = 10 sec)
Thickness
].--
Bar Geometry ](width = 15 ram)
1.75
1.15
0.04
0.60
(mm 
Plate Geometry
0.55
0.45
0.04
0.15
0.04 0.04
Lead 7.55 4.00
Silver 0.85 0.20
Titanium Not Available Not Available
]'able 7
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In conclusion the model and the experimentation are both useful in obtaining a
goneral idea for the molting capaci .ty of the lens configuration. More experimentation will
result in a better fit for the model This and other model improvements will produce more
precise limits to the melting ability of the solar cutting array. This computer model may
later be adapted for on-line use with the ASPOD vessel to calculate feed rates for metal
cut_.
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APPENDIX
POWER OWI'PL_ DERIVATION
Values used in determining the expected power output of the fresnel lens cutting s3-stem.
• Extra-Terrestrial Insolation,. Gsc = 1353 W/m z
Central Lens
• Transmissivity, actr = 82%
• Area, Act r = 4 flz = 4/(3.2808') = .372 m 2
Auxiliary Lenses
• Transmissivi_', %ttx = 82%
• Area, Aaux = 1 ft2 = 0.093 m 2
Mirrors
• Efficiency, n = 82°,0
Powerou t = Powerct r + 4 * Powerau x
Pctr = Gsc * Actr * Otctr
= 1375 * .372 * 0.82 = 419 W
Psml = Gsc * Asrnl * Trans * Refl
= 1375 * .093 * 0.82 * 0.82 = g6 W
Powerou t = (419) = 4 * (86) = 763 W
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COMPUTER MODEL PROGRAM CODE
REM Init Programming Constants
10 nEnd = 10: TheEnd = 100000: dL = .01: dR = .01
20 DLM Tnew(l TO nEnd), Told(1 TO nEnd), Ac(1 TO nEnd), Ar(1 TO nEnd)
30 DIM Q¢(1 TO hEnri), Qr(1 TO nEnd)
40 pi = 3.141592654#: S = .00000005997# 'S = Stefan-Boltzmann Constant
50 FOR i = 1 TO nEnd
60 Told(i) = 0 'SET INITIAL TEMP = 0
7O NEXT i
gO time = 0
90 dt = .1
REM Choose Material
100 PRINT " MELTING PROGRAM"
110 PRINT "Finite Difference Heat Transfer Anab,'sis"
120 PRINT " Using Euler Explicit"
130 PRINT
140 PRINT "Select Material for testing"
150 PRINT "
155 PRJNT "
160 PRINT "
165 PRINT "
170 PRINT "
175 PRLNT "
180 PRINT "
1. Aluminum"
2. Brass (70% Cu, 30% Zn)"
3. Carbon Steel (1.0% C)"
4. CoPtmr"
5. Iron"
6. Lead"
7. Silver"
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REM
REM
185PRINT" 8. Titanium"
190PRINT " 9. <custom>"
20OINPUT Material
210 SELECTCASEMaterial
CASEIS = 1 'Aluminum
k = 202:¢ = 896:rho = 2707:Tmelt = 948
Maters= "Aluminum"
CASEIS = 2 q3rass
k = 111:c = 385:rho= 8522:Tmelt= 1083+ 273'TmeltCu
Maters= "Brass(70% Cu.30%Zn)"
CASEIS = 3 'CarbonSteel
k = 43: c = 473:rho= 7800:Tmelt= 1537÷ 273
Maters= "CarbonSteel(1.0%C)"
CASEIS = 4 'Copper
k = 386:c = 383:rho = 8954:Tmelt = 1083+ 273
Maters = "Copper(pure)"
CASEIS = 5 'Iron
k = 73: c = 452: rho =7897: Tmelt = 1537 + 273
Maters = "Iron"
CASE IS = 6 'Lead
k = 35: c = 130: rho = 11373: Tmelt = 327 + 273
Maters = "Lead"
CASE IS = 7 'Silver
k = 419: c = 234: rho = 10524: Tmelt = 961 + 273
Maters = "Silver"
CASE IS = 8 'Titaaium
k = xxx: c = 523: rho = 4507: Tmelt = 1670 + 273
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REM Maters= "Titanium"
CASE ELSE '<.custom>
PRINT "Enter the thermal conductivity (W/m.K)";
IN'PUT k
PRINT "Enter the heat capacity O/kg.K)";
L_PL_I"c
PRINT "Enter the density (kg/m"3)";
INPUT rho
PRINT "Enter the melting temperature (K)";
INPUT Tmelt
Maters = "Custom Material"
END SELECT
REM Choose Geometry
300 PRINT "Select test geometry"
310 PRINT " 1. Rectangular Bar"
320 PRINT " 2. Plate"
330 INPUT Geometry.
340 SELECT CASE C__omelry
CASE IS = 1 'Rectangular Bar
PRINT "Enter bar thickness (nun)"
INPUT b
h=h/1000
PRINT "Enter bar width (ram)"
INPUT w
w--w/1000
4O
FORi = 1TO nEnd
Ac(i) = w * h
AKi) = w * dL
NEXT i
Qspot = .493 * 763 / 2
Geom$ = "Rectangular Bar"
dx=dL
CASE ELSE _Plate
PRINT "Enter plate thickness (ram)"
INPUT h
h = h / 1000
FOR i = 1 TO nEnd
Ac(i) = 2 * pi * (i * dR) * h
REM At(i) = n.[O.dR) z - (dR(i - 1)) z]
REM Ar(i) = n.dR 2.[02) - (iz-2i+ 1 )]
REM At(i) = n.dRz.(2i -1)
At(i) = pi * (dR ^ 2) * ((2 * i) - 1)
NEXT i
Qspot = .493 * 763
C_reom$ = "Plate"
dx=dR
END SELECT
'Conductive Area Out
'Radiative Area Surfaces
'49.3% .M3SORPTION. 1/2 Left & 1!2 Right
'49.3% ,M3SORPTION.
470 Abnormal = 0
480 PRINT" Time T1 T2 T3
490 dtOVERcRHOh = dt / (c * rho * h)
T4 T5 T6 T7"
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REM Main Loop
500FORj = 1 TO TheEnd
510lime = CINT((tirne+ dt) * (1 / dt)) * dt
520 FOR i = 1 TO nEnd
REM Calculate Qconduction
550 IF i <> nEnd THEN
560 Qc(i) = k * Ac(i) * (Told(i) - Told(i + 1)) / dx
570 ELSE
580 Qc(i) = 0
590 EN'D IF
REM Calculate Qr
600 Qr(i) = S * At(i) * Told(i) A 4
REM Calculate Tnew
650
660
670
680
685
690
IFi= 1 THEN
Tnew(i) = Told(i) + (dtOVERcRHOh Ar(i)) * (Qspot - Qc(i) - 2 * Qr(i)_
ELSE
Tnew(i) = Told(i) + (dtOVERcRHOh At(i)) * (Qc(i - 1) - Qc(i) - 2 * Qr(i))
IF Tnew(i) > Tnew(i - 1) THEN Abnormal = 1
END IF
REM Examine Tnew
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700 Told(i) = Tnew(i)
710 NEXT i
740 PRINT USING" ####.##": time;
750 PRINT USING " e_e#.#"; Tnew(1);
Tnew(6); Tnew(7)
770 IF Tnew(1) >= Tmelt GOTO 900
780 NEXT j
Tnew(2); Tnew(3); Tnew(4); Tnew(5);
REM Report No Melt
800 PRINT
810 PRINT "MATERIAL DID NOT MELT IN TEME ALLOWED"
820 C_TO 1000
REM Report Tmelt
900 PRINT
910 PRINT "MATERIAL MELTED AT "; Tnew(1); "KEI,\,q'N";
915 PRLNT "LN "; time; "SECONDS"
920 GOTO 1000
REM Report Test Parameters
1000 PRINT
1010 PRINT MaterS; "- "; Geom$
1020 PRINT "thickness = "; h * 1000; "ram"
1029 IF Geometry = 1 THEN
1030 PRINT "width="; w * 1000; " mm"
1031 END IF
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1040PRINT "thermal conductivity ="; k; "W/m.K"
1050 PRINT "heat capacity ="; ¢; " J/kg.K"
1060 PRINT "density ="; rho; "kg/mA3 "
1070 PRINT "melting temperature ="; Tmelt; "K"
1100 IF Abnormal _ 0 THEN
1110 PRINT "The system behaved abnormally."
1120 PRLNT "Use a smaller time step (dt)."
1130 END IF
] 500 INrPUT "Run another sample(y/n)"; YESorNO$
1510 IF UCASE$(YESorNO$) = "N" THEN END
1520 CLS
1600 GOTO 50
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ASPOD Cutting Array Redesign Project
Financial Summary
December, 1993
ITEM QUANTIT [ UNIT SUBTOTA t
Y I COST L
7
PROTOTYPE: I '
f
3/4" PVC TEE 8 i 0.12 0.96
0.26 4.163/4" PVC 45 de 8 ELBOW
3/4" PVC 90 deg ELBOW
3/4" SCH 40 PVC PIPE
0.10 0.80
3/8" X 40" NOM BL,q.,LNOSE PB
SHELXq'NG
40 (feet) 0.102
1,1/4" X 2,1/4" HAND RAIL #240 1 [
3/8 '' X 1,3./8" RE STOP #866 WP I rl
1/4" X 3/4" FLAT SCREEN MLD #142 1 I
1,3/8" FULL ROUND #232 FIR 1 I
1/'2" X 9" CARRIAGE BOLT 1
1/4" X 2" LAG SCREW 1 ,
I
1/4" X 5" CARRIAGE BOLT 1 1
3,'8" X 48" WOOD DOWEL 1 1
T
3 i
34,1/2" X 21" MUI..TI-ELEMEN-T
FRESNEL
TEST EQUIPMENT:
20 LB TENSION SCALE
FINAL PROTOTYPE (PROJECTED):
LARGE LEAD SCREWS
SMALL LEAD SCREWS
3" DIA. ALUM/NLiM STOCK
1/8" ALUMINUM STOCK (frames)
WORM GEAR ASSY.
4'X 1' PVC PANELS
li
!
I
I
I
]t
I
I
i
5 (feet) l
lO (feet)
4
4
4 t
t
t
I
4' X 3' PVC PANELS
4.08
1.38 1.38
0.51 0.51
0.25 0.25
0.89
1.45
0.10
0.18
0.49
0.59
0.89
89.00
4.00 !
i
1.45
0.10!
I
1.77
89.00
I
4.00
i
I
5.00I 20.00
3.75[ 15.00
6.00! 30.001.20 12.00
i
50.00 I 200.00
2.00 I 8.00
4.00 16.00
i
TOTAL I $411.02
COST:
45
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.
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INTRODUCTION:
For thepastthreeyears,engineersat theUniversityof Arizonain associationwith
the Universities Space Research Association and NASA have been attempting to address
the problem of man made orbital debris. Since the inception of space tlight over thirty
years ago, such debris has continued to accumulate in earth orbit to the point where it now
poses a serious navigational hazard to both manned and tmmanned spacecraft. This
problem has taken on new urgency in light of a recent near miss incident mvotvi_ the
space shuttle Atlantis and a derelict Soviet booster rocket.
Under the leadership of Dr. Kumar RamohailL U. of A. engineering students have
developed a prototype orbital spacecraft called ASPOD (Autonomous Space Processor tor
Orbital Debris). ASPOD is designed to systematically gather and process large pieces of
unwanted debris and store it for future disposal. Principle features of the spacecraft include
two mechanical manipulator arms to capture and position debris for processing, and a solar
powered cutting array to reduce large debris into manageable pieces. The cutting array
assembly consists of four silver plated mirrors and five fresnel lenses mounted on a frame
made of graphite/epoxy tubing. The mirrors reflect radiation from the sun, channeling it
into the fresnel lenses. The lenses in turn focus this enerKv on a small point in space. The
mechanical arms can then manetrver a large piece of debris through this point where the
intensely focused beam of solar radiation will dismember it.
sun
375 W,'m ._
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_kTOX SHIELDS
Previous design iterations of the cutting torch utilizod a heavy kevlar and aluminum
frame. The design emphasis being to make the frame so stiff and inflexible that the opucs
could not be misaligned under any circumstances. Although the prototype performed
adequately in ground testinf, its excessive weight made it impractical for space flight. Thus
a lightweight graphite/epoxy flame was constructed to replace it.
The currem undergraduate design team lead by Jack Rust was charged with the task
of "designing and fabricating mounting pads to physically, affix the array and an alignment
jig to ensure the ideal focal point" In addition, the team was asked to study, the problems
associated with operation of the cutting torch in the harsh environment of low earth orbit.
Based on these and other studies, the design team implemented changes as necessary to
improve the performance of the cutting torch in all aspects.
Limitations and constraints as delineated by Dr. Ramohalli were somewhat flexible.
The entire assembly was to fit within a cube measuring six feet by six feet and weigh no
more than 70 Ibm; criteria fulfilled by the previous design. In addition, the cutting torch
mu_1 operate effectively when aligned with the sun to a tolerance of + 1° of arc. Thi_ being
the current limitation of the solar tracking apparatus. Having invested substantial time and
money into the development of the new lightweight graphite/epoxy flame, Dr. Ramohalli
naturally wished to incorporate it into the new design. Initial research revealed that the
frame, though lightweight, tended to exhibit considerable deflections when loaded.
Therefore,it had to be complimented such that the mirrors and lenses could be positioned
accurately enough to work properly during ground tests. In addition, the sensitive nature of
the composite matrb: precluded drilling or machining the frame in any way. To do so
would have substantially weakened the frame components. Therefore. use of conventional
rectal fasteners was avoided when mounting optical components to the frame.
With regard to cutting performance, specifications were not narrowh" defined. It
was expected that the new desigm should be able to outperform the previous model which
was able to cut through .005" aluminum sheet.
Based on initialinvestigationand study,the designteam establisheditsown target
specificationsfor weightand performance. As a result,wc have successfullydesigneda
cuttingarrayweighing lessthan 40 Ibm thatcan cutthrough .015"stainlessteelsheet
metal.Clearly,thisisan extraordinaryimprovvmc'nton the previousdesignand more than
adequatelysa6sficsthe rcquirvmcntswhich Dr. Ramohalli has thusfarpromulgated.
INTRODUCTION
Designing for the Space Environment
Although the solar powered cutting array for the ASPOD prototype is to be tcslcd
and proven only on the ground, the ultimate goal is a design that will function properly m
the harsh environment of space. To this end, the orbital curing array should incorporate
design features which account for the effects of extraterrestrial radiation and monatomic
oxygen corrosion. Both phenomena are quite prevalent in the Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
environment and both have the potential to seriously affect design performance.
EN'VIRONMEN'I'AL RADIATION
Orbital radiation originates from three primary sources: the sun. the earth's radiation
belt. and cosmic sources outside the solar system. The intermit3' of the radiation flux
e,xJtibiled in LEO varies as a function of satellite altitude and solar activi .ty. Aside trom the
obvious physiological hazards radiation poses to astronaut crews, it also creates serious
material problems in unmanned spacecraft. Mechanical properties of many materials have
been known to degrade following prolonged exposure to radiation. Radiation data for a
number of materials provided in reference 3 are restated below.
Radiation Damage Thresholds for Certain
Classes of Materials
Electronic ! 10_ - 10J rad
1
Components :
Polymeric Materials 10; - 10 9 rad
Lubricants, 10-' - 10' rad
Hvdra__uli__c_cFluid .
Ceramic, Glasses i 106 - 108 rad
Structural Metals, I I(Y - I0n tad
alloys !
Table 1
Throughout the course of the ASPOD program, Dr. Ramoholli and others have
expressed a keen interest in using graphite/epoxy composite materials whenever possible m
the construction of the spacecraft.
Although it possesses an exceptional strength to weight ratio, little is known about
the behavior of this material following prolonged exposure to e.'_traterrestrial radiation. At
what cumulative exposure level does the composite's material strength begin to degrade?
Will the performance of the solar cutting array be adverse .ly affected by prolonged radiation
exposure?
In order to answer these and other questions, a number of composite tensile test
specimens have been fabricated by this design team and tested at The Universitv of
Arizona Physical Metallur_" Laboratory.. Five of these specimens were irradiated at The
University of Arizona Nuclear Engineering Radiography Laboratory.. A diagram of the
apparatus used to simulate an extraterrestrial gamma radiation environment is shown.
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When the source block is lifted, the tensile test specimens are exposed to an
intensely radioactive cobalt 60 point source. Each specimen is exposed at a rate of
approximately 73,000 fads per minute. The exceptionally, high exposure rate allows one to
simulate several years of space exposure over the course of a few hours.
In this manner, five composite tensile test specimens were subjected to varying
degrees of exposure then tested to destruction. The ultimate tensile strengths of these
specimens is shown below.
Radiation
Exposure
Non Radiated
Ultimate Stress
(Ibf/in z)
87.093 to 108.415
107 Rad 94,228
5 x 107 Rad 85,031
108 Rad 87,634
5 x 108 Rad 100,686
109 Rad l 17.497
Table 2
Although the radiation exposure was increased by orders of magnitude with each
gucceeding specimen, the change in ultimate tensile strength was relath,e_ small. It would
take hunda'eds of years in space before the composite material could accumulate as much
exposure a.s it did in this test. Thus, these results would seem to indicate that the
perIormance of the cutting array" will not be adversely affected by extratelrestrial radiation.
MONATOMIC OXYGEN CORROSION
Bv far the most severe environmental factor affecting the design, monatomic
oxygen corrosion has proven to be very. destructive to orbiting satellites in the past. It has
often resulted in the premature failure of satellite components particularly solar panels
incorporating silver and/or graphite/epoxy parts.
As with extraterrestrial radiation, the intensity, of ATOX corrosion would appear to
be a function of solar activity as well as altitude. Corrosion data for some materials given in
reterence 6 is listed below.
Thickness loss per year of different solar array materials at 400 km altitude
under minimum and maximum solar activity conditions
I
IVlateriai
Silver
intcrconnector
Kapton (Rigid)
Epoxy
Maximum
16.09
Thickness Loss
Mininlum
194
4.6 55.4
4.81 58.06
Table 3
Silver coatings similar to that used on the ASPOD mirrors are particularh.,
vulnerable to the affects of ATOX corrosion. The nominal thickness of mirror film to be
used on this project is less than seventy microns. Under normal orbital conditions, the
surface would be completely destroyed in less than six months without some form of
adequate protection.
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In orderto solve this problem from an engineering standpoint, it is necessa D. to
gain some understanding of how the mechanism of ATOX corrosion works. At the fringes
of the atmosphere oxygen gas is ionized by high energy radiation primarily from the sun.
The resulting negative ions oxidize quite readily with all manner of materials. In the
ASPOD mirrors, ATOX would infiltrate through defects in the coating which protects the
silver surface. Once beneath the coating, ATOX corrodes all of the silver in tile inLrnediatc
_,iciniw of the defect. Thus, the severity of the corrosion occurring over time is directb
dcpcndcn! on the degree to which the protective coating has been punctured b) high
energy" panicles, micro meteoroids, or other abrasions. When ATOX ions impact the
stn'face of the mirrors at high relative velocities, corrosion problems are greatly
exacerbated.
High enerKv ions striking the mirrors deliver sufficient kinetic energy to punctuate
and erode the mirrors protective coating. In addition, ions which strike at large angle,_ of
incidence with the surface infiltrate horizontally into the silver material. This has the eftbct
of undercutting the protective surface and depfix_g it of structural support. Over time, the
protective surface material flakes off exposing the silver beneath.
With continued exposure to high relative velocity particle erosion in an ATOX
envh-onment the min'or material will degrade much more rapidly than it would if shielded
Ii'om high velocity impacts. The annual decrease in material thickness of an)" substance
exposed to ATC)X corrosion is expressed by the following equations:
¢ Ao: -¥o cos 0
_,_,_ere:
¢_Ac : ATOX flux in atoms/cm sec
.Vd = ATOX density
I(. = Spacecraft Velocity
8 = Angle of Incidence
i1
t = 365*86,400* dAo*R,
t = Annual Thickness Loss
R, = ATOX reaction coefficient
One can me the previous equations to calculate the orbital lifetime of an
unprotected 70 micron silvered mirror. Bearing in mind that ASPOD will be required to
change orbit and altitude frequently, and consulting the graph of altitude vs. ATOX flux
shown below, one may reasonabtv assume a mean flux of 1014 atoms/cm _ sec.
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Assuming a reactivity coefficient of 10. 5 × 10-u cm 3 / atom for silver,
calculations indicate that the mirror would be eaten at the rate of 330 microns per year.
Thus, without adequate protection the mirror would be completely destroyed within three
months. The mirror lifetime will of course vary. depending upon ATOX flux variations.
The flux in turn is dependent upon both the eleven year solar cycle and relative veloci .ty of
the ATOX particles.
If the mirrors could be shielded from high velocity particles, the flux could bc
considerably attenuated and the lifetime of the mirrors increased. This is the prinmr}'
reasoning behind the shrouded ASPOD design pictured in Figure 2.
._though the mirrors WIU still be exposed to a substantial ATOX flux, the flux component
in the direction of motion (_"_) can be cut considerably. Thereby extending the life of the
mirrors.
When the torch is not in use, ASPOD will simply maneuver the assembly such that
the top and bottom openings are ninety degrees away from the direction of satellite motion.
/although not the most sophisticated method for protecting the mirrors; it is both simple
and inexpensive. In addition, it will help to lend much needed structural support. Ideally.
the shroud and mirror panels would be fabricated from the same lightweight graphite cpox3"
matelials used in the frame. This prqiect uses acrylic min'or panels. Although heavier than
composite materials, acrylic adequateb,." fuLfiK_ the requirements of a ground based
demonstration atTay.
3
MOUNTING OF LENSES AND MIRRORS
The original configuration of the ASPOD solar cutting array has been retained as
shown Figure 2. However, the new design incorporates a considerab .ly larger central
fresnel lens. It measures four square feet whereas the previous design used a one square
toot lens which enabled it to cut .005 in. aluminum sheet metal with some difficulty. The
new lens can cut similar metal instantaneously and makes short work of steel or brass
specimens of much greater thickness. Performance data about this lens gathered from
experimental techniques and computer simulation is discussed in detail later in this report.
In addition to a larger lens, the new: design also can incorporates panels which enclose the
entire array about the central axis. Figure 2 shows the array partially, enclosed allowing a
_ic_ of the internal mirror and lens arrangement. Ideally, th_ panels would be fabricated
out of graphite, epoxy which exhibits an excellent strength-to-weight ratio. The ground
prototype may incorporate PVC panels which are easy to fabricate and several times
cheaper or it can be operated with no panels at all. In space, enclosure will provide
protection against monatomic oxygen corrosion in addition to prox,iding additional
structural support. The new design will also incorporate lighter mirrors than the 52 Ibm
(total mirror weight) of the previous design. The new mirrors panels are made of 1/8"
silver coated acrylic; half as thick as the old ones. In addition, the new panels incorporate
allummum channel beams bolted to the back for reird'orcement instead of the old bulkw
mirror frames with a considerable savingr in weight.
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In order to "physically af_ the array'" and "ensure the ideal tbcai point" as
requested by our sponsor in their proposal, the new design will incorporate adjustable
mounting brackets for all of the lenses. To arrive at this design, a number of questions
needed to b_ addressed. Among them.
1)In which direction and to what extent should they be movable?
2) What degree of precision will be required in the adjustment?
3) What material exhibits the best combination of strength, weight.
machinabiliD', corrosion and radiation resistance and low" cost?
The cutting array is designed to support the weight of all optical components and
maintain them in proper position to function effectively when fully, assembled and standing
relatively still on a test table or mounted to the spacecraft. Nevertheless, misalignment of
c,tmcal ,_omponents due to mechanical shock, transporting of the array, repeated ass_ntbl,_
and disassembly and general wear and tear are inevitable. Therefore, the new" design must
provide for manual adjustment of the lenses so that all of the enerKv can be dh'ected into
the smallest possible focal zone as shown in Figure 1. Each of the mirrors are to be
fastened to the li'ame at four points and are not likely to be so severely misaligued as to
require manual adjustment. Therefore, they. will be fixed and the lenses will be adjusted to
accommodate them if necessary.
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MANEUVERABILITY OF LENSES AND MIRROR
LARGE F1LESNEL LENS :
The large central lens projects the largest and hottest focal zone centered directtv
beneath the an-ay. The most logical approach would be to adjust the focus of the central
lens fast then adjust the four surrounding small lenses so that they can contribute theu
enerKv to the same point on the cutting surface. To do this, the central lens must exhibit
linear Iieedom of motion along the vertical axis of the array. See figure below.
Y
a/
I, I l /'
Figure 5
Thcrc ,_an bc limited rotation in the ( O,X ) and ( 0, I') directions.
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SMALL LENSES
Each lens should be capable of rotats" motion about th_ base axis of it's
_orresponding mirror as pictured in Figure 6.
r -.. t_lirr°_"
l.e_$
Figure 6
MIRRORS :
The precision and extent of mirror movement required depends on the extent to
which shock or movement of the array may misalign the mirrors and the extent to which
that would affect the performance of the cutting array. Experimental results detailed in the
heat transfer and performance section of this report show that a fresnel lens can still
maintain very. high focal zone temperatures even when misaligned by several degrees.
Thug a rigid mount for the mirrors will be sufficient.
A tabular summa_' of component maneuverability is shown below.
lresnel lens " motion DOF _ amount
siz_ i ]
' induced ' 1 ' ± 2 in.
LARGE 1 translation 1
.... I f
] limited ,i 2 i --approximatcb; ....
rotation 5°
SMALL J rotation 1 20 °
I
Table 4
DEGREE OF PRECISION
LARGE LENS
For the large central lens. a 2 in. linear range of motion should be more than
adequate 1o adjust the lerm focus under normal circumstances. The tbcusing mechanism
pro,dales for both coarse and fine adjustment. The coarse adjustment allows focusing of the
mirror along its axis of motion down to the within an inch of the desired location. The free
adjustment makes use of free threaded lead screws allowing focusing down to the nearesl
sixteen thousandths of an inch.
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SMALL LENSES
Mounting brackets for the small lenses should allow for radial positioning across a
range of twent3,.' degrees down to the nearest degree. Based on the data gathered by
experimentation with the fresnel lenses, positioning the mirrors anywhere wit/tin this range
of motion should not seriously hamper their effectiveness.
MATERIALS SELECTION
In selecting materials from which to fabricate the mounting brackets, a number ol
factors must be taken in to account. A combination of adequate strength and light weight
is of paramount importance.
At the same time the design team must be able to produce the design in the AXLE.
production lab. The brackets must also be resistant to monatomic oxygen corrosion and
radiation effects. Aluminum thlfills all of these requirements in addition to being
inexpensive.
0
CHOSEN BRACKET DESIGN
L.M_GE FRESNEL LENS
Below is a three dimensional drawing of our chosen design. For a detailed
description consult blueprint number two.
f
Figure 7
2O
The large fresnel lens is supported bv four adjustable brackets, each of which is
attached to a vertical member of the composite frame.
To position the large fresnel lens, the clamp adjusting screws are loosened allowing
the bracket to slide freely along the vertical frame member. The bracket can then b_ moved
to within roughly one inch of the desired position. This independent freedom of motion for
each bracket allows us to compensate for any misaligmnent of the large fresnel lens. In this
manner, the trade-off between ultra-tight tolerances (fixed optics) verses loose tolerances
(adjustable optics) is addressed. Tolerances are not as easily controlled as adjustable optics.
Refer to blueprint number two for detailed technical specifications.
The large lens adjustable bracket design has been successfully implemented m c:_ct
accordance with the specifications laved out in blueprint #2. Initial testing of the cutting
arra,_ as a _,hole and the bracket in particular has demonstrated that the system can be
quickly anti easily adjusted.
tOli_:_lally., the large fi'esnel lens was to be completely enclosed and supported by a
rectangular frame. Since the large fresnel lens is it.serf quite stiff, all the extra support
seemed unnecessary. The subsequent redesign shown below uses four plastic sandwich
clamps to support the lens on each side. This fulfills the same rigidity requirements at
considerable savings in weight, materiak and cost.
/
/
/
/
Figure g
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SMAIJl.1 ,F_NS BRACKET
Below is a three dimensional view of our previously chosen bracket design.
/ /;
!
Figure 9
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This design was eliminated after further development revealed that lateral motion of
the small lens along the mirror was redundant and ultimate .ly unnecessara, since the large
mirror can be adjusted to achieve the same effect. Furthermore. the tilt table could not
accomodate the worm gear mechanism required for the operation of each sn_all fresh,el
lens. Below is a diagram of the alternative design which was ultimately installed on the
cutting array.
,.o
Figure 10
The alternative design is much less bulky, and easily., accomodated by the tilt table.
In addition, it is both easier to fabricate and assemble and simpler to operate. To adjust the
angle of the lens, one can simply loosen the allen head screws on either side. move the lens
to the desired position, and tighten the screws once again.
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DEGREE OF PRECISION
I.,M_.GE FRESN'EL LENS BRACKET
The lead screw which controls the fine adjustment has sLxteen threads per inch. For
a quarter inch turn a 0.015 in. travel of the large fresnel lens will result. This meets the
adjustability precision criteria.
SMALL FRESNEI_ LENS BRACKET
The small lens bracket neither requires nor posesses as precise a position control
mechanism as the large lens. However, subsequent testing of the cutting array has proven
this mechanism to be more than adequate to the task.
TOLERANCES
A tolerance of 0.010 m. was exceeded in machining these brackets. More precise
tollerances were employed between the large lens bracket and the composite frame.
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MATERIAL SELECTION
Materialselection was based upon a number of considerations. These includrd
cost. machinability, corrosion resistance, availability., durability, thermal considerations, and
weight. Aluminum best satisfies these criteria in the following ways:
It is lightweight which is beneficial in maneuvering the asscmbly
It is inexpensive and available m all required shapes and sizes
Machinabilitv characteristics are desirable (turns, mills, and cuts easil3_)
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CUTTING ARRAY PERFORMANCE
i
& HEAT TRASFER MODEL
The total power output of the solar cutting device can be calculated. This output is
a function of the surface area and transrnissivity of the lenses, the efficiency of the mirrors,
and the insolation coefficient Gsc. The coefficient Gsc is a constant which represents the
amount of solar radiation hitl£ng an extra-terrestrial surface normal to the suns rav_. The
calculations in the appendix yield a solar cutting power of 763 Watts.
A heat transfer program was designed to provide cutting estimates for various
materials under the focal region of the proposed solar cutting torch. The source code for
the program is located in appendix. The heat transfer model was designed lbl rapid
estimates of the cutting limits applied to various materials tot two geometries. The
Ibllowing assumptions were made in the creation of the heat transfer model.
The focal region oI the lens curtine swstem produce_ 763 Warts _:venl,
distributed about a radius of 2.0 centimeters.
,All materials absorb 49.3% of the energy provided at the focal rc_ov.
Materials experience both radiation and conductive heat transler.
Materials do not experience convective heat transfer because of the vacuum
environment of space.
The materials do not experience chemical reactions, such as burning.
became of the limited atmosphere.
The model uses finite differences with Euler explicit fo_'ard differentiation
to simulate the heat transfer.
The equations for the heat transfer analysis start with the conservation of ener_'.
Q,t,,,d = Qm " Qo_t
Next we turn to the basic heal transfer equations.
Q._,_,o.-- Q. -- crAT4
-" _ dtJ
Q:,,,. -- solar energy input
When combined with the energy equations the following relationship is produced.
Q,. = (Q,),_.
Qout = (Q_ + Qr )_
)
The heat transfer model uses finite differences to represent the differential terms of the
energy balance equation. This fmite differences model is applied to two geometric shapes.
the rectan_llar bar and the plate. Both geometries will simplLfy to a one-dimensional heat
transfer problem. The bar is broken down into a series of small blocks. The block
elements are placed end to end. The solar heat input is directed at the center block and the
heal flows outward from the center block. Because the flow is .symmetrical to the left and
to the right of the heat source, the analysis is simplified by only looking at half of the bar.
_
P/2 = 382 W
i !
/1 t
RectGngular Bar (Segmenfs)
Cartesian
Figure I I
This new contiguration experiences only half of the solar heat input and the heat flow
proceeds from the source element to the end element in a one-dimensional flo_,x. 7he
differential length (cLx) or (dL) of each element is constant and is strategically chosen su as
to correspond to the size of the solar input region. The actual distance (dL) used in the
p:o_am is equal to half of the diameter of the focal region. The first element of the model
is then the on.ly element to experience the direct heat input of Qspot,
The conduction area (Ac) between all blocks and the radiation area (,-L,-) are
delined bv the following equations.
The mass of an3' given block is then defined.
m= A r .h
The plate geometry differs slightly, from the bar geometr);, Instead of block
elements the plate uses concentric rings.
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P= 763W
I
..-_-........ --)To"_.
Plate (Concentric Rings)
Radial
Figure 12
The distance dR is used instead of dL. The conduction area and the radiation area arc
different for each ring element.
A_(i) = 2,z(i.a_).h
A.u): _(;.,_)_-(_,- 1)-,_) _]
: ,_.a_'[U)_-U: - 2,- 1)]
: tr. aT_z -(2i- 1)
The conduction area (Ac) for an element i is defined as the area of the outer cdg;: of the
nng clement. This is the conduction area for the exit surface of the element.
The solar input (Qspot) is applied to the first ring element which is actualh a disc.
The plate geometry behaves in the same manner as the bar geometry, in all other aspects.
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The following is a table of the heat transfer coefficients tor the various materials
used in the program.
Material
?duminum
..... ___ure)
Brass
, (7!)_°_p.3o%7.,n_)_
Carbon Steel
..... (1.0% C)
Copper
_ _(pure)
hola
J
, (pure)
/_ad
(__pure)
Silver
(pure)
Titanium
L. , i
Density.
"rho"
(kg/mA3)
27O7
Thermal
Conductivity
Mklt
(W/re.K)
204
8522 111
7800
8954
43
386 l 383
Heat _ Melting
Capacity, Temperature
%" E "'Imelt"
(J/k_.K) i (K)
896 _ 660-273
385 _ 420--273 zn
I
t
473 1537- 273
i
7807 73 ; 452 1537 -273
i
11373 __ 35 1311 .:¢"7 -_ ,73"
t
10524 i 419 234 ' 9ol--273 1
I 0I
; i
, i
4507 _ Not Available k 523 1670- 273
Table 5
Now we take a close look at the program itself. Quwk Baszc was used for the
model because it was easily accessible. The complete program is listed in the appendix,
On the following page is a flow chart to explain the desired functionafity of the program.
3O
o[ Choose MaterialOk1, Cu, Pe, Steel, etc..)
Choose Geometry
(Bar cx' Plate)
Ir
initialize
(Told -
Model
O, etc..)
Calculate T_new
Element Heot In
l Q_sl_
2 Conduction from 1
i Conduction from i-I
n Conduction from n-I
Heat Out
Conduction to 2, Radiation
Conductian to 3, l_odiarfion
Conduction to _-I,Rc_liatior_
I_odiatian
<_ T new(1)_ -j Time > _.false
. (Success) , ie'_ail)) ,
'_ r_pon /
Test Parameters/--
Figure 13
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Block # 1 is the starting block of the program. This corresponds to lines 10 through
70 of the program. The following constants are defined.
• Number of differential elements, nEnd
• Maximum number of time steps, TheEnd
• Distance between differential bar elements, dL [meters]
• Distance between differential ring elements, dR [meters]
• pi (a), pi
• Stefan-Boltzman constant (c_), S [W/m = • K 4 ]
• Elapsed time, Time [see]
• Time step, dt [see]
The following element properties are dimensioned.
• Next temperature of an element. Tnew(i) [K]
• Last temperature of an element, Told(i) [K]
• Conduction area out of an element, Ac(i) [m:]
• Radiation surface area of the top of an element, Ar(i) [m 2]
• Conductive heat transfer out of an element. Qc(i) [W]
• Radiative heat transfer out of top surface of an element, Qr(i) [W]
The starting temperature is initialized.
• Last temperature of all elements is set to zero degrees Kelvin. Told(i) = 0
"lqlis corresponds to lines 0 through 99 of the program.
In block #2 the user chooses the desired material to test.
following material constants.
• Melting Temperature, Tmelt
• Thermal Conducth,'it3.', k
• Heat Capaci .ty, c
• Density. rho
This process selects the
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Block #2correspondsto line 100through299 of theprogram.
In block #3 theuserdefinesthegeometry,of the material.
are made.
• Bar or Plate Geometry
• Thickness of Specimen, h [mm]
• Width of Bar (bar geometry on .ly). w [ram]
The following decisions
l.rom this inI0rmalion the followitm 3 is calculated.
• Thickness of Specimen, h[m]
• Width of Bar (bar geometly only.), w [m]
• Conduction Cross-sectional Area of each element, Ac(i) [m"' 2]
• Radiation Surface Area of each element, Ar(i) [m 2]
• Solar heat gain from the lens .gvsterrk Qspot [_'_7
• Finite distance between elements, dx [m]
The solar heat gain is calculated assuming the material will absorb 50°o of the radiation
applied lo it. This corresponds to lines 300 through 399 of the program.
The next tew lines of the program (400 through 499) correspond to anything on
the block diagram. Two things occur in this porlion of the code.
• A report header is printed
• Some constants are combined into one value
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Block g4 is the main loop of the program. This block of code calculatesand
updatesthe new temperaturesfor all of the finite elementsaccordingto the foflowing
schedule.Rememberthat Qc(i) refersto theheatflux out of theelementzto the elemen!
Element HeatIn HeatOut
1 Qspot Qc(1)+ 2*Qr(1)
2 Qc(1) Qc(2) + 2*Qr(2)
i Qc(i-1) Qc(i) -4-2*Qr(i)
nEnd Qc(rtEnd-l) 2*Qr(nEnd)
l'he radiationheatflux is doubled because it occurs out of both the top and the bottom of
each element. All heat transfer terms are calculated fi'om the temperature readings at the
last tinle step. The values tbr Told are only updated after all the Tnew values have been
calculated. The program also checks tor abnormal heat transfer. ILl"the temperature of any
element (i) at any instance is greater than the temperature of the previous element (i-I) _hen
the program makes a note of the abnormal heat flow which will be reported at the end o1
the simulation. Block #4 corresponds to lines 500 through 799 of the program.
Block #5 tests to see ff the material has melted. If so, the program proceed_ to
block _7 which reports the melting results. This refers to line 770 and lines 90c_ to 999.
Block _,6 test to see if the simulation is out of time. If not, the program loops back
block "4. I£ so, the program proceeds to block #8 which reports the Iailure to melt. TttL,
refers to line 780 and lines 800 to 899.
Block n9 reports the test information. This includes the tbllowing.
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• Material properties
• Simulation geometry.
• Any noted abnormafities
This block refers to lines 1000 to 1130 of the code.
The heat transfer model needed to be c',dibrated. To do tiffs we compared it tu the
experimental results obtained from melting the steel strips. The value tor absorbti_.ilv was
adjusted until the computer model reaches its closest match to the experimentation. The
calibration resulted in the best value for absorbti,dty of the material. This value is used t0r
all of the materials ill the simulation because it is the only value available. Itcr¢ arc the
results from this experiment with the calibrated computer model.
i Thickness
, (in)
!
! Experimental Results i
i i
Steel Strip (width :- 13 mm) ..]
Model Melting Time
(scc) ]
l 0.005 0.9 4.7 "
t, .....
I
0.006 1.2 I 4.8
0.007 1.5
0.008 1.8
2.3
Experimental Melting Time [
(see)
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0.009 7.7
0.010 3.2 9.3
0.011 4.4
, 0.012 5.8
7.4
8.0
÷___/
!!!ii::ii!Zi:!!!!.:::i ::::::::::::::::::::::::...!:!j
0.013
¢
0.014 9.5 i 18.6
i
0.015
0.016
0.017
0.018
12.5
18.5
43.3
17.4
21.4
0.019 ........
0.020 ........
Table 6
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behaveitl a somewhat linear manner.
maximum thickness that can be cut.
diii_.'len,.;_ in l',¢ha_.ior.
The computer results behave in an exponential manner and the experimental rc,,flts
Both however have reasonable consistency to: _.!:,
There are several reasons that contribute to the
Oxidization - The metal o.'dde has a different meltin_d temperature thzu. th,
metal itself.
• Blackening - The material blackens when it oxidizes and incr.:l_r_ _nan_.jc-.
the absorbtivit_.
• Coefficients - The thermodvnarnJc constants used in the model ;u_ a:._uaii_
a function of temperature.
• Convection - The model does not account for convective heal transfer in
the metal ,_:hereas the experiment dethfitclv w'as all¢,.tcd bx ,.om.cc;ti, +J+
• Human Error - Xlanv of the experimental results h;_x_ i_ bi_ c:r,_r (iu.'),,
the lag from positioning the strip m the to,;al zone.
_. _hadL'd v;.quc:_ arc bad data points and were thrown out ol the ci)rretatior_ :malv,;i<.
- . , ,. g.xDel Llll_l-l[at L! tr.::_I'_-iiC a[
,ing _; ._,i!.,,_._ _,.,. a l¢_'cssiun analysis was perlbrtncd on the .... " " ' anti
la_c'.tin,J li:rl,-,, This analysis resuit¢;d in an 83"- correlation, llJt_",, me:rain, d p_.v',.::
_.,_nclation and (Y",, tncmdng no _;orreladon. Belo_¢ i.,, a _apitit;al repl_._llLtL,,,__ _.._.
theoretical versus experimental melting times.
oqq p p LL..
Theoretical vs. Empirical Results
Steel Strip -- width = 13 mm
_2
v
E
t-
o
o
5 - --
20 _
10_ _,
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Empirical Melnng T)me (see)
;83% Correlation
Figure 14
The heat transfer _,omputer model yielded the: l\,Ho_mg rcsuh_, ior ut,::,dIuum
thicl, mess of materials flaat can be cul within 10 seconds.
Maximum Material Thickness
(Cuttm_ Time - ] 0 sec)
.... T
XIatefial i Thic, kncss <mm )
e
i
Bar Geomctrx : ?Late t3,;,>:n_r',
i
! (width = 15 mini =
Mun_num _ 1.75 O, 5 _
..............
Brass ' 1.1 5 (), 4 :-
Carbon Steel t 0.04 l (). (:_,
I
( oj_p_e_r t O.61) _ O. 1"
............... -r.................................. -_) ............
[ Iron ] 0.01 _ '".' '!-
! .-
,,, )
Silver i 0. S5 . 0. _t''
..................... ,] ......
I ,
![ Titanium ; Not Available Not _.vai!ablc
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In conclusion the model and the experimentation are both uselul in obt:_inm<_, :_
general idea lot the m_ltuig ¢at)acitv oI the len.,, conIiguratiot_...Nlot_ _._:peruncnt,ttion _.ill
rcrquh in a better fit for the model. This and other modct improvements will pr,,duce m_ro
precis_ _mts to tile melting abiliw ol the solar cutting an'a'_: llus _ompute_ l,.t,_,d_:i i:_,,;
I:_ier be adapted for on-line use with the ASPOD vessel to calculate lecd r;llc_ tot mct,d
cutting.
APPENDIX
POWER Ol WPlrr DERIVATION
Vah,c,_ used in determining the expected power output of the ti'esnel lens cunin.,:, _xstem
• 1 xtra-q"errc._uial Insolation. G_c :- 1353 % ,n"
Central I ens
• 1 ransmissix, ity, u.ctr : 82°'0
• Area. -\clr 4 lt: 4 f3.2808") :- .372 m:
Auxiliar_ L_nses
• Transmissi,dty, O_aux : 82°,0
• .4a'ea. Aau x = ] flz = 0.093 m-"
Mirrors
• EflMencv. n -- _'_°o.
]'_)WCrou t - Pow_'rct r -, 4 * Povverau x
t, ct r = Gsc * Act r * otct r
= 1375 * .372 * 0.82 = 419 W
I'sm I : Gsc * Asm I * Trar_ * Rcfl
-- 1375 * .I)93 * 0.82 * 0.82 -=86 W
Powcrou t = _419) = 4 * (86) = 763 W
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COMPI 'TER MODEL PROGRAM CODE
REM Irtit Programming Constants
10 nEnd : 10: TheEnd : 100000: dL= .01' dR = .01
20 DIM Tnew( 1 TO rtEnd), Told(1 TO nEnd), Ac(1 TO rtEnd), ,M'( 1 TO nEnd )
30 Dh-M Qc(1 TO nEnd), Qr(1 TO n.End)
40 pi : 3.141592654_: S = .00000005997;; 'S : Stethn-Boltza'nann Con,_tant
51; FOR i : 1 TO nEnd
6iJ F_,ltt(i) 0 'SET INTTI:LI. TEMP 0,
R_) lime 0
90 dt - . 1
RE\I Choose Material
i00 PRI2.CT " MELTENG PROGRAM"
1 l(i PRF.<T "Finite Difference Heat Transfer AnaNsis"
120 PRINT " Using Euler Explicit"
130 PRINT
140 PREN'T "Select Material Ior testing"
15O PRINT "
] 55 PRINT "
16O PRD,'T "
165 PRL'¢'I "'
; "0 PRINT "
175 PRI'2,,"I '
! g_ PRIN'T "
1. Aluminum"
2. Bra, s,_ ('r0% Cu, 30°o Zn}"
3. Carbon Steel ( 1 ._o.0 C)"
4. Copper"
Iron"
6. Lead"
Silver"
185PRINT " 8. Tilamum"
190PRLNT" 9. <custom:-."
20OINPUT Material
210SELECTCASEMaterial
CASEIS : 1 'Aluminum
k -- 202:c = 896:rho --:2707:"l'mel_= 948
Mak'r$ "Aluminum"
(kSE IS : 2 'Brass
k - 111:c -- ,t85:rho = 8522:Tmell = 1083_273'TmcllCu
Maters - "Brasa(70°o Cu, 30% Zn)"
CASE IS :- 3 'Carbon Steel
k -- 43: c -- 473: rho = 7800: Tmell = 1537 - 273
Maters -- "Carbon Steel (1.00,, C_"
CASE 15 4 'Copper
k _- 386: c _- 393: rho = 8954: Tmelt _- 1083 - 273
X i,itcr$ :- "'Copper(pure)"
_" -_;t IS - 5 'Iron
k 73: ,. : 452: rho = 7897: lmelt = 1537 - 273
Maters = "Iron"
CASE IS = 6 q.,ead
k = 35: c = 130: rho = 11373: Tmelt ---327 -,- 273
Maters = "Lead"
CASE IS = 7 'Silver
k = 419: c = 234: rho = 10524: Tmell = o61 - _""'_...
Maters = "Sik'er"
('ASk. IS = 8 "Iitamum
k - "_x'_: c 523: rho 4507: imclt ln-(_ - 2"3
REM Maters = "Titanium"
CASE ELSE '<custom>
PRINT "Enter the thermal conduc_it>" (WIn.K)":
INT L'T k
PRINT "Enter the heal capacity (J&g.K)":
INPUT
PRINT "Enter the dvnsity (kg.'m 3)":
INPLVI ' rho
t'RIN-T "Fntcr lhc inching temperature (K)";
k\_kTl' 1 malt
\ latvr_; "Custom Material"
12._2) SELEC1
REXI Choose Geometry
300 PRINT "Select test geometry"
3 i _ PRIN"/" 1. Rectangular Bar"
;"0 '_" ,"N"_" " ". r _,a , 1 . Plate"
3 _I} IN-PI 7T Geometry
340 SELECT CASE Oeometr_
C. k,qE IS 1 'Rectangular Bar
PRINT "Enter bar thickness {nun)"
1-NPI T h
tl = h ' 1000
I'RINT "Enter bar width (ram)"
IN_Pt.:q w
w = w, 1000
13
FORi = 1TO nEnd
At(i) = w * h
Ar(i) =_ * dl.
:,'IXT i
Qspol- .493 * 763 2
G_om$ =--"Rectang,ular Bar"
dx -- dI.
CASE ELSE 'Plale
PRINT "Enler plate lhic "kne_ (ram)"
IN'PUT h
h h 1000
FOR i - i 7"O itEnd
._._(i) -- 2 * pi * (i * dR) * h
RE_I ;_aii) :- _.[.(vdR) _ - _dR(i - 1)):]
RI:,NI .\r_i) r,.dR:-[(i:_ - _i:-2i- 1)]
EE_i Ar(i) = n.dR:.{2i-1 )
Arfi) pi*(dR 2)*((2"i)- 1)
XEXT i
Qspot =-. 493 * 763
GeomS = "Plate"
dx = dR
END SELECT
'Conductive .4aca Out
'Radiative Area Surfaces
'49.3% ABSORPTION. 1 2 l.eli ,L;. 1 2 Pv_,il,
'49.3°0 ABSORPTION.
47_ Abnormal = 0
4gt_PRP,.'T" "Iimc T1 "F2 T3
-:_'.', ,I!, "A'I'RcRtlOh : dt !_ _ rh_, * h!
T4 T5 T6 "l'7"
REM Main Loop
500FORj =-1TO TheEnd
510time- CLNT((tim¢- dr) * (1 , dr)) *dt
520I:'(_)Ri = 1 '1'(_)rdcnd
'.,.'}",i ;_al,.ulal_.;)coralucii,.._!l
_sl, 1!: i -
57tJ 12I.Sli
580 ¢Qc(i) : 0
590 END IF
nFnd TI II_N
L " ..kc(i) * (1 old(i) - Told(i - 1 )) dx
P,Ii.'x I Calculate Qr
6(;_/Or;i" - S * .M'(i) * Told_i) 4
PF\ I Calculate Tnev_
650 1t" i = 1 THEN
660 "lnew(il = Told(i) -_ IdtOVERcRHOh Ar(i)) * (Qspol - Qc(i) - 2 * Or¢il)
_;"o EI_.SF
680 Tne_(i) : Told(i) • (dtOVERcRtlOh Ar(il) * (Qc(i - l) - Qdi_ - 2 * Q_'(i_
685 IF Tncw(i):" Tnew(i- 1)THEN Abnormal = 1
691_ E,N,T) IF
REXl Examine Tncv,
700Told(i) : Tne_,,(i)
710 NEXT i
740 PRINT USING " _an#._": thne;
751) PRINT I'SING " :_;:_._": Tnew(1):
1 flew(6 L 1 nc_ _7)
"70 IF Tncv,(1 } -- Tmelt GOTO 900
-X_) .N't_X I j
Tnew(2)" Tnew(3): "lnew(4 !: ql "T1_'\', _' ',
RE_ I Rcporl No _lell
,_()0 PRINT
81+_ PRE',;T "MATERLM_ DID NOT MELT IN T_IE ALLOWED"
82(+ GC)T( ) I0t)l)
t,'.Y\; P,cport 2melt
90v PRINI
')1 (_ PI_P,'T "\ I kTERI.LI+ XIELTED AT ": They,(1 ): " I,:.EI \P', :".
915 i'iG',:I' '" E,, "'; illrlc. "SE('O?,+'DS"
020 GOT(-) I0f)O
RI).M Report lest Parameters
1000 PRINT
1010 PRIN'T MaterS: " - ": Geom$
1020 PRINT "thickness = "; h * 1000" " rttm"
1029 IF Geometr) :- 1 THEN
t030 t'KINT %_idth::": _.' * 1(100: " ram"
I(i31 f-.N-D IF
-IU
_15 4.
1040 PRINT "tht:rmal conductivity --"; k; "W,m.K"
1()50 PRINT "heat capacity ="; c: " J,l_g.K"
1060 PRINT "densi W ="; rho; " kg_mA3 ''
1070 PRLN'T "melting temperature =": Tmelt: " K"
1100 IF Abnormal :'J 0 TtIEN
1110 PRINT "The system behaved abnormally"
l 120 PRINT "U_t_ a smallzr time step (dt)."
I Ill) E).13 W
:,_ JLJl.Nl_ T "!, un anolhcr sampk'(:, n V': hTS_rNC)._
¢ I;I If: U('ASES(hTSorN(1)$) - "N" I_EN ENd)
157'_ CI S
16()tJ GOTL) 50
4_
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The control system for the Autonomous Space Processor of Orbital
Debris (ASPOD) consists of the control card, the hardware interface,
and the software necessary to manipulate the robotic arm. This
report will focus on the controller card and the software used for
the ASPOD.
The controller card is the main processor of the control system.
The Omnitech Robotics MC-3000 card is a personal computer compatible
application board designed to use three Hewlett Packard HCTL-II00
motion controller integrated chips. The MC-3000 yields three axes
of motion control. Two MC-3000 boards are necessary to control all
six axes designed for one robotic arm. Each axis of motion control
provided by the MC-3000 is closed loop control and has two position
control modes and two velocity control modes.
The mode used to operate the robotic arm for the ASPOD is the
trapazoidal profile control mode. This mode controls the velocity
and acceleration of the actuators while providing point-to-point
position moves. In this mode, the controller moves at constant
acceleration as specified by the command input until the maximum
velocity is reached or until the half of the motor's position move is
completed. Then it either moves at constant maximum velocity until the
deceleration point, or it immediately slows at constant deceleration to
a stop at the command position, respectively. After the motor is
decelerated, the card checks for the programmed position and adjusts to
the programmed value. The trapazoidal mode appears to be the ideal for
robotic applications because it offers reasonable velocity and
acceleration regulation with positioning control. Thus, this mode
was chosen to best suit the ASPOD's specifications.
For practical application, the robotic arms of the ASPOD must be
manipulated in two ways. The arms must respond to both manual and
preprogrammed control. Manual control will be needed for initial
contact with the space debris, or for other applications requiring
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human judgement. The arms will also perform several repeated tasks
usually too tedious for the operator, so preprogrammed instruction must
also be provided for the robotic arms.
Programming the MC-3000 to control the arms with a repetitious
set of instructions can be achieved by using a command interpreter.
This interpreter, called MCBasic, is included among the software
provided by Omnitech Robotics. The MCBasic interpreter uses a series
of functions and motion control commands particular to the MC-3000
combined with a BASIC programming language interpreter. This allows
for testing of the MC-3000 operation and for development of user
program applications. MCBasic is a DOS based program similar to the
BASIC interpreter included with many personal computers. MCBasic's
functions and commands are given in source code on the distribution
software. The code, labeled EXER.C, contains the syntax used by the
interpreter to control the MC-3000's motions. The BASIC language
commands that come with MCBasic are standard ANSI Basic compliant BASIC.
An interactive program is also provided with the MC-3000
software called EXER. This is the executable form of EXER.C that
can immediately perform a command desired by the user. For longer
programs, an ASCII text editor, such as the Edit command used in DOS,
can be used. By using a text editor, preprogramming of the MC-3000
is accomplished thus fulfilling one of ASPOD's motion control
requirements.
Manual control is achieved through a Windows 3.1 based point and
click menu of motion commands. This method provides a graphical
user interface to allow simple operation of the MC-3000 motion control
libraries. The program provided by Omnitech Robotics, called the
Motion Control Center, is a menu driven application that allows
selection of the MC-3000 commands with a mouse. Figure 1 shows the
Motion Control Center environment. The commands for the Motion Control
Center are the same functions and commands used in the MCBasic
environment.
The MCBasic motion control commands are given in :he following
tables. The source code EXER.C is given in the appendix as
supplemental description of the motion control commands.
Table 1 Control Modes
Table 2
Table 3
Command Name
sel_mode
trap_mode
prop_mode
pos_mode
int_mode
init
Position Commands
set_cmd_pos N
get_cmd_pos
set_final pos N
get_final__pos
get_act_pos
clr_act__pos
Velocity Commands
set_max_vel N
get_max_vel
set_prop_vel N
get__prop_vel
set_int_vel N
get_int_vel
get_act_vel
Function
Enter Control mode selection loop
Enter Trapazoidal profile mode
Enter Proportional Velocity mode
Enter Position Control mode
Enter Integral Velocity mode
Enter Initialization/Idle mode
Set command position to N
(-8388608 <= N <= 8388607) [q.counts]
Display command position. [q.counts]
Set final position to N, for trap_mode
(-8388608 <= N <= 8388607) [q.counts]
Display final position [q.counts]
Display actual position [q.counts]
Clear actual position to zero [q.counts]
Set maximum velocity to N
(0 <= N <= 127) [q.counts/time]
Display maximum velocity
[q.counts/sample time]
Set proportional velocity to N
(-2048 <= N <= 2048) [q.counts/time]
Display proportional velocity
[q.counts/sample time]
Set integral velocity to N
(-127 <= N <= 127) [q.counts/time]
Display integral velocity
[q.counts/sample time]
Display actual velocity
[q.counts/sample time]
Table 4 Acceleration Commands
set_accel N Set acceleration to N
(0 <= N <= 65535)
[q.counts/(sample time^2)*256]
get_accel Display acceleration
Table 5 Compensation Filter Commands
set_gain N
get_gain
set_pole N
get_pole
Set compensation gain
(0 <= N <= 225)
Display compensation gain
Set compensation pole
(0 <= N <= 255)
Display compensation pole
set_zero N
get_zero
set_timer N
Set compensation zero
(0 <= N <: 255)
Display compensation zero
Set sample timer to N
(0 <= N <= 255)
Table 6 Motor Output Commands
set_dac N
get_dac
set pwra N
get_pwm
set_bipolar
set_unipolar
set_sign_rev N
Set DAC output register value
(0 <= N <= 255)
Display DAC output register value
Set PWM register output value
(-i00 <= N <= i00)
Display PWM register value
Set bipolar DAC output mode
Set unipolar DAC output mode
Set PWM sign reversal on or off
(N=I for on, N=0 for off)
Table 7 Commutator Commands
align
open_loop_comm
closed loop comm
setring N
get_ring
set_x N
ge t_x
s et__y N
get_y
set_offset N
get_offset
set_max_adv N
set_vel_timer N
comm count N
num_phases N
Align commutator via encoder
Open loop communication
Closed loop communication
Set commutator ring register to N
(0 <= N <= 127) [q.counts/torque cycle]
Display commutator ring value
Set commutator X register to N
(0 <= N <= 127)
Display commutator X value
Set commutator Y register to N
Display commutator Y register value
(0 <= N <= 127)
Set commutator offset register to N
(-127 <= N <= 127)
Display commutator offset register
Set commutator maximum advance
Set commutator velocity timer
(0 <= N <= 127)
Set commutator units for q.counts or
encoder. (N=0 for q.counts, N=I for
encoder)
Set number of phases to 3 or 4
(N=3 for 3 phase, N=4 for 4 phase)
Table 8
...........................
reset
set_status
Miscellaneous Commands
get_status
clr_emerg_flags
delay N
quit
set_do N
get_di
set_base N
fine_home N
Soft reset of HCTL-II00
Set status register to N
(0 <= N <= 255)
Display status
Clear emergency flags
Time delay, in N multiples
(0 <= N <= 2147483647) [milliseconds]
Quit program, return to DOS
Set digital output byte to N
(0 <= N <= 15)
Display digital input byte
Set MC-3000 base address variable
Flag indicating if index is used for
home
regin N
regout N M
homing. (N:I if index used, N:O
otherwise)
Home axis, uses DI0, and Index
Register input from HCTL-II00 reg. N(0 <= N <= 60; restricted to user
registers)
Register output to HCTL-II00 reg. N,
value M. (0 <= N <= 60; restricted
to user registers)
(0 <= M <= 255)
MCBasic can load and run example programs to test the operation
of the MC-3000. These files are included in the distribution disk
provided by Omnitech Robotics. In tables 9 and i0, two of the
sample programs will be examined to illustrate the method of
programming the MC-3000 using the ASCII text editor. The code on
the left is the instruction the command interpreter translates. To
the right is a note about the code.
Table 9 TRAP.CMD Trapazoidal Control
set_base 768
set_gain i0
set_zero 240
set_pole 0
set_timer 40
clr_act_pos
set max vel I0
set_accel 2
sel_mode
set_final_pos I00000
trap_mode
delay 3000
set_final_pos 0
set accel i0
trap_mode
delay 3000
quit
This is the first axis on the robotic
arm. The number 768 is the port address
assigned to that axis via the MC-3000 card.
Gain compensator is set to i0.
Zero compensator is set to 240.
Pole compensator is set to O.
Timer set to 40.
Actual position cleared to avoid
confusing the final position with the actual
position.
Maximum velocity set to i0 q.counts/timer
Maximum acceleration set to
2 q.counts/(timer^2)*256.
Selection Mode loop is initiated.
Motor will stop at I00,000 q.counts
Trapazoidal profile selected. Motion starts.
A delay of instruction reading is given
to the command interpreter so that the
motor can finish its movements.
Tells motor return back to initial position.
Acceleration set for faster return.
Trapazoidal profile selected. Motion starts.
Another delay so motor can finish movements.
End of program.
As it is shown, the program gives a demonstration of how the
trapazoidal profile can be used to move the motor. In this example,
the motor is given two different accelerations. For the first
acceleration of 2 quadrature counts per time squared, the motor
achieves maximum velocity before it completes half the required
distance. At this point, the mozor continues to operate at constant
velocity until it reaches the next deceleration point. At this point,
the motor slows until it comes to rest at the desired position. For
the second acceleration of i0 quadrature counts per time squared, the
motor reaches the midpoint position before completing maximum
velocity. At this point, the motor immediately decelerates until the
desired position is reached.
The next example is for a commutator. This example is for a
three phase motor with eight electrical torque cycles per mechanical
revolution. I assumes a commercial brushless amplifier which
requires hall effect sensor inputs, so the commutator outputs need to
have fifty percent duty cycle, with overlap 120 electrical degrees from
phase to phase. It uses a 192 line encoder.
Table i0
num_phases 3
comm_count 0
set_ring 96
set_x 16
set_y 16
set_offset -96
Commutator Example
Sets commutator for a three phase motor.
Sets the commutator for quadrature counts
for all units being programmed instead
of full encoder counts.
Sets ring counter to 96 quadrature counts.
This value is found as follows:
192 line encoder * 4 = 768 q.counts/rev
768 q.counds/8 pole motor = 96 q.counts/pole
(96 q.counts/pole / 3 phases = 32 q.counts)
X = time 1 phase active = 16
Y = time 2 phase active = 16
Satisfies constraint equation:
80H <= 1.5(Ring) + offset +/- max advance <= 7FH
(-128D) (127D)
This is equal to "set_offset 0" meaning
no offset is required. However the
above constraint shows that _set_offset -96"
meets the constraint equation, while
"set_offset 0" does not.
set_max_adv 0
set_vel_timer 0
set_sign_rev 1
set_gain i0
set_zero 240
set_pole 0
set_timer 40
clr_act_i0os
set_max_vel 50
set_accel 2
set_final_pos I00000
trap_mode
quit
No phase advance.
No phase advance.
PWM sign reversal set on.
(The rest of the example is a variation
of the trapazoidal profile control example.)
The ASPOD needs both the programmed instruction and the manual
control to manipulate the robotic arms. The command interpreter takes
instructions from either control option and translates those
commands to the MC-3000. The MC-3000 then controls each motor of
the robotic arm. By using the commands shown in tables one through
eight, a usable code can be obtained that results in the desired
actions of the arm. Using the Windows 3.1 Motion Control Center
also uses the command interpreter to perform the necessary functions
needing in performing manual control. By experimenting and
optimizing these different programming approaches, useful programs
necessary to demonstrate the robotic arms have been created to suit
ASPOD's purposes.
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INTRODUCTION
The need for controlling and removing space debris from Low
Earth Orbit is the prominent concern for the ASPOD Program. ASPOD
stands for Autonomous Space Processor for Orbital Debris. As one
of the designers of the ASPOD Solar Tracking Table during 1992-
1993 AME 412 Mechanical Engineering Design Class, my group suc-
ceeded in accomplishing all but one of its starting goals in the
project. This goal was to have the solar tracking device track with
*__1 degree of the sun. In the final design of the school year though,
this goal was not achieved. The group only succeeded in tracking
within +_5 degrees of the sun. As group leader for the project, I
found this unacceptable and so have sought to clear up this loose
end This project seeks to accomplish the needed criteria of last
year's project. This goal is stated within the lines of the problem
definition.
PROJECT DESIGN CRITERIA
The needs of the solar tracking table to accurately track the
sun are a must if the ASPOD project is to work as a whole to
demonstrate its concept. Therefore, t_ne solar tracker must:
1 Be light, compact and easily movalote.
2. Be easily mountable and work with the existing ASPOD structure.
3. Track within +_ I degree of the sun.
4. Cost less than $500.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Design and build a solar tracking device that satisfies all design
criteria and which can track the sun.
THE PROPOSED SOLUTION
This research paper and its design proposes to correct, the
tracking problems of the previous design. In order to do this, there
will be a redesign of the present tracking device and a slight re
modification of the control circuits. A complete description of
these designs will be demonstrated in the coming sections of this
_aper. Whenever possible, components of the old device will be used
in the new in order to reduce costs.
This _a_er will seek to explore the theory behind solar track-
]ng and the ioosslble sources of error for a solar tracker. It will also
describe and compare the proposed design with the previous design
and propose a possible accuracy test for the device. Finally, it will
cover the time table for completion. Final cost analysis will be
_lven in the final paper when the project is completed.
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SOLAR TRACKER DESIGNS
Spring 1993 Design
P_T_TRANSIT_R
enctcs_re
0
_>
FIGURE 3.0. Solar Tracking Device for Spring 1993.
Solar Tr_gking D9vi_;¢
The design for the Spring 1993 solar tracking device consisted
of a rectangular aluminum box of dimensions 4"x2"x2". As seen in
Figure 3.0, this tracking device is made up of a top cap, an enclosure,
a bottom plate and four phototranslstors. The top cap covered the
phototransistors and allowed sunlight through four holes situated
above the phototransistors. They received the light and converted it
to a current which was used to track by using the concepts of solar
tracking theory.
The problem with this design is that the holes in the cap are
too large and the overall enclosure length is too short. The enclo-
sure needs to be longer to create a narrower cone of light to touch
the phototransistors. This is one of the reasons for the +5 degree
tracking ability. Other reasons may come from faulty controls. The
following design seeks to overcome these faults.
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FIGURE 3.1. Spring 1993 Controls Circuit
The above figure shows the current design of the circuit for
one of the axes. It is duplicated the same way for the other axis and
its motor As seen, it is composed of operational amplifiers, resis-
tots, relays, two solar cells per axis and one motor. These give the
feedback necessary to move the solar tracking table via the motors.
The amplifiers increase the output of the solar cells and allow for
the necessary input for the control box to turn on the motors. The
5
_)resent configuration allows for movement UDand down in tilting
and in rotation, right to left or left to right depending upon the
input.
The Proposed Fall 1993 Design
The Solar Tracking _)evice
Solar Tracking Device
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Side View
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FIGURE 3.3 Solar Tracking Device for Fall 1993
As seen in Figure 3.3, the Fall 1993 Design hardware consists
,of a track',ng dish, a phototransistor tube, angled dividers, four
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pnototransistors and four infrared cells. The entire structure inside
and out will be painted black and will be made out of PVC plastic and
aluminum. It will incorporate a two part tracking system, one pri-
mary and one secondary.
The Primary Tracking System
Primary Track ing
Top View
Inside View
Phototranslstor
Outside View
System
Side View
_ JI. _
-r r -
II
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II
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FIGURE 3.4. The Primary Tracking System
The primary tracking system consists of a ighototransistor
enclosure tube wlnicln holds the phototransistors equally spaced be-
tween smaller dividers. This tube will be 8" long and have a 3.5"
diameter. A top cad will be mounted on top so that it snugly fits
partially inside the tube. In the center of it, will be drilled a round
hole less than 1/4 inch in diameter_ Its exact size has not been de-
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termined as yet. The cone angles and distances will be calculated
using geometric and trigonometric principles and will be determined
before machining the device. The hole will cause a shaft or cone of
light to illuminate the phototransistors. Depending upon the loca-
tion of this cone the tracker will either stay straight or move left
or right.
The primary system although accurate, can be confused be-
cause of its tight viewing window. Should the tracker lose the cone
of light, it will become essentially blind. Therefore a secondary
system will be used to overcome this problem.
The Secondary Tracking System
Secondary
Top View
Tracking System
Side View
Infrared
Cell
FIGURE 3.5 The Secondary Solar Tracking System
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The secondary system as seen in Figure 3.5, consists of a
tracking dish to minimize reflected light, four infrared cells and
four sets of dividers that hold the tube in place and divide the four
sections equally. It will be designed to minimize the confusion of
the primary system. It can only be confused if a mirror or a glass
surface is nearby to cause a reflection of sunlight. The infrared
cells will be spaced equally and will turn on when the primary sys-
tem fails or when the tracker needs to first align up. They will be
designed to be sensitive to a unique solar infrared wavelength.
Because of their angle of view as seen in Figure 3.6, they will
roughly line up the tracker so that the primary system can take over
and track. As soon as this happens, the secondary system will shut
down.
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SOLAR TRACKING FOR THE SOLAR TRACKER
SIDE VIEW
TRACKS LEFT CENTERED TRACKS RIGHT
FIGURE 3.6. Tracking of the Solar Tracking Device
The tracking ability of this device is analogous to trying to
aim within the ballpark and then once inside, focus on the
scoreboard. In order to do this, the secondary system will overlap
the primary system angle and due to its sensitivity to a certain so-
lar wavelength, it will automatically go for the sun. The tracking
ability of this device is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The choice and
reasons for choosing this wavelength will be discussed following
this section.
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The Control System
In order for the solar tracker to track, a control system must
be used. The previous design has a control system already built.
This one was shown in Figure 3.3 and has been discussed. This sys-
tern will be slightly modified to work with the proposed design.
FALL 1993 MODIFIED CIRCUIT
OFF
_ON
II n in I n
__; ; I Phototransistor I
Switch _l Previous Circuit I
'
J_II I I I_I I I I_
iI_ Infrared Light Bulb i_ See Spring 1993
If-- _ _LI' Circuit for Further
Information in this
Section
FIGURE 3.7. Fall 1993 Controls System
As seen in Figure 3.7, the control system will receive the input from
the primary and secondary systems and depending on how out of
align the tracker is, it will switch to one of these systems. When
both systems balance out, then the control circuit switches to the
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off position. This will be done using magnetic switches. In order to
troubleshoot and determine which tracking system is on, a series of
colored lights will be used. They will be induced to turn on by the
current flow using an inductor that is near either the primary or
secondary part of the circuit. These lights will be of two different
colors, one for the primary and the other for the secondary.
SOLAR TRACKING THEORY
ONE AXIS TRACKER
SOLAR CELLS
®l
_7 AMPLIFIER
CONTROL BOX I
AMPLI
TWO AXIS TRACKER
SOLAR CELLS
SOLAR CELLS
AMPLIFIER
CONTROL BOX
FIER AMPLIFIER
IMOTORI
LEFT-RIGHT
MOTOR
UP-DOWN
FIGURE 4.0. Solar Cells and Axis Trackers
The basics of solar tracking are dependent upon sensors which
can react to the sun's energy The most basic and often used device
is a solar cetl These ce]ls collect the sun's energy and transform it
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into electrical energy. The electrons in the solar cells are induced
to move when photons of light strike and excite them. This move-
ment sets up a current of electrons which creates the electrical
energy. By comparing the electrical potential between two cells,
one can use tnis concept to track the sun. As Figure 4.0 shows, the
imbalance between these two cells can be transmitted to a control
device which then can turn on a motor. This motor then turns the
tracking device or table until the balance is restored. This one de-
gree of freedom tracker is the most basic tracker and this concept
has been used for many years.
In contrast to a one axis tracker, a two axis tracker such as
ASPOD's is more complex. ASPOD's system is illustrated below in
Figure 4 1
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ASPOD'S CONTROL
AND TRACKING SYSTEM
SOLAR TRACKER
RIGHT ILEFT
UP
DOWN
I :iCONTROL POWERSOURCE
BOX I _"
LEFT DOWN
-IGURE 4 1. ASPOD's Solar Tracking Controls System
In a two degree of freedom tracker though the concept is clone
in two directions and the control box must be able to handle this
increased input. Complex control circuits are used in this tracker
and it must now use two motors to correct any imbalances in the
system Approaches in the circuitry to correct these imbalances can
be done in two ways. The first is through positive feedback which
increases the error angle by moving the tracking axis move just
slightly ahead of the target and then stopping. The second way is by
nega_ive feedback where the error angle is decreased by moving the
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tracking axis across the target, then slightly reversing or stopping
the drive mechanism. At present, ASPOD's solar tracking table uses
a two degree of freedom tracker and this report will seek to correct
its problems.
SOLAR TRACKING PARAMETERS
In order to design a solar tracking device, one must look at the
factors that influence its tracking ability. There are many parame-
ters that need to be investigated. These include solar radiation and
insolation, the various regions of the Solar Spectrum, the affects of
the atmosphere and terrestrial objects on the Solar Spectrum and
finally the characteristics of the solar cells and circuitry that is
used to track the sun. All of these are important parameters to a
solar tracker and if not properly looked at, then errors in tracking
can occur. Therefore, a proper review of these factors will be con-
sidered in this report.
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The Solar Spectrum
The sun is the lifeblood of the Earth's energy budget. Without
it, Earth would be a lifeless mass of rock. The wavelengths of
electromagnetic radiation or light are shown in Figure 5.0. To
understand the sun and its radiation, scientists Inave likened it to a
6000 degree Kelvin blackbody. The radiation coming from this
"blackbody" is the energy that keeps the Earth warm and us living.
Wave ength, _m
i0-e I0-6 I0-4 i0-2 100 10 2 104 I0e I0a lOgO
I L I : ! r i z I _ I i I I ! = I I
_ Thermal l
radiation
0.78-25 25-10001 -=
Far :_
Gamma !
_J Radar. TV, Radio
rays
_I--C°smiCrays _ I X-rays e_ L"Near Ifi< _-_ I_ _-_" ISh°rt-wave1 _.L°ng-waveVisibl Infrared I< Radio Radio _-{
0.38-0.78 _
i i
I
FIGURE 5.0. The spectrum of electromagnetic radiation. For diagram
reference,.see Endnote 1.
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COLLECTOR______
FIGURE 5.2. Diffuse, direct and reflected light as seen from the
ground. For picture reference, see Endnote 3.
In space all light is direct or beam light. In the atmosphere, the
light becomes scattered or diffused. It is also reflected from clouds
and other terrestrial sources. This illustrated in Figure 5.3.
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Solar and Thermal radiation interaction in the Earth's
!_umbers are percentages. For picture reference, see
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From experimental pyrometer data run during my solar engineering
class, I found that in Tucson approximately 60-80% is beam normal
light while the rest is diffuse or reflected. This is very dependent
upon the time of day. At noon, the majority of light is direct while
towards evening or in the early morning, it contains much more
diffuse light because the light must travel through more of the
atmosphere. In the atmosphere the light can be reflected, absorbed
or transmitted and this can reduce the amount of direct light hitting
the ground surface and any solar tracker. Beam light is the most im-
portant light for a tracker because this is the energy that the
tracker converts in its solar cells. Diffuse or reflected light can
confuse a solar tracker but beam light cannot because it comes
directly from the source
The Solar Wavelength Regions
As stated previously, the sun emits radiation in the 0.2 to 3.0
micrometer range. Within this range, regions of light subdivide the
Solar Spectrum. The primary regions the sun emits in are in the
Ultraviolet (UV), Visible and Infrared (IR). For UV light, the wave-
lengths are from 0.2 to 0.4 micrometers. For Visible, this region
extends from greater than 0.4 to 0.7 micrometers and is the peak of
the sun's light. Infrared encompasses from 0.71 to 3.0 micrometers
and beyond up to the microwave region. If a solar tracker were in
_pace, all of these regions could be used but since ASPOD is
oresently ground based, we must endure atmospheric interference in
some of these regions
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FIGURE 5.4. Atmospheric absorption and Rayleigh scattering affects
on the solar spectrum. For diagram reference, see Endnote 5.
As Figure 5.4 shows, the solar spectrum in space (m=O) in this
figure is compared to a blackbody at 6000 degrees Kelvin and to sea
level radiation (m =I). By the time the sunlight reaches sea level,
there has _een a considerable decrease in various wavelengths of the
solar spectrum. This limits their possible use in a ground-based
solar tracker These decreases show up in the UV, visible and IR
regions.
2O
Atmospherlc Affects
A_,mosDheric Absorotion
The reasons for the decreases in the UV, visible and IR regions
are due to atmospheric absorption by various molecular and elemen-
tal gases. Tables 5.1a,5.1b, 5.1c, 5.1d show the wavelengths that
are absorbed and the types of gases that absorb them.
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FIGURE 5.5. The near infrared light spectrum and the affects of ab-
sorption by various atmospheric gases. For diagram reference see
endnote 6 in the Endnote section of this paper.
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TABLE 5. l a
ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION GASES
AND THEIR ABSORPTION WAVELENGTHS
REGIONS SOLAR OZONE
AbsorDtion
Wavetenqtns Wavelenqtns
Micrometers Micrometers
0.20 020
021 021
OXYGEN WATER CARBON DIOXIDE
Absorot]0n Abs0rDtl0n Absor;3tion
Wavelenqths
Micrometers
altravlolet VARIES
Jltravlolet FROM
J!travlolet 022 0 22 0,20
Jltrav_olet 023 0.23 TO
Jltravlolet 0 24 024 0.30
Jltravlolet 025 025
wavelenqthsWave lenqths
Micrometers Micrometers
J1travlolet 026 026
Jltrav_olet 0 27 0.27
olet 0 28Jltravl 028
Jltravlolet 0.29 029
Ultraviolet 030 030
Ultraviolet 0.31
Ultraviolet 0.32
Ultraviolet 033
Ult-avlolet 034i
Ultraviolet 035
Ultrav_olet 036
U!travlolet 037
Ult-av_olet 038
Ultraviolet 0 39
V_s_!e 0 40
Vls'ole 041
v_s'Dle 042
vis'ole 043
Vls_ole 044
V_s'ole 045
V_s'ole 046
V_sole 047
V_s'3;e 048
049v_s:ole
*See endnotes 7 and 8 for references in the Endnote section of this
re,_ort.
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TABLE 5.1B
ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION GASES
AND THEIR ABSORPTION WAVELENGTHS
REGIONS
Wavelenqths
v_slDle
Visible
Visible
Visible
Vislble
Visible
visible
Visible
VislDle
V_s_ble
Visible
ViSible
Visible
Wsible
ViSlDle
V_Slble
V_s_Dle
Visible
v_s_ble
V_s_131e
Iv_s_Dle
Infrared
Infrared
Infrared
Infrared
Infrared
Infrared
Infrared
Infrared
Infrared
TERRESTRIAL
Micrometers
SOLAR
WavelencltnS
Micrometers !
0.50
051
0,5_
0.53
054
055
056
O.57
058
059
0.60
061
0.62
063
064
065
066
067
068
O69
070
071
0.72
0.73
0,74
0 751
076
077
078
079
OZONE
Absorption
Wavelenqths
Micrometers
OXYGEN
AiOSOrDtion
Wave lenqtns
Micrometers :
0.691 0.69
076 0,76
WATER CARBON DIOXIDE
AbS0rDt]on AbSOrDt_On
Wavelenqtns Wavelencltns
Micrometers M_crometers
*See endnotes 7 and 8 for references in the Endnote section of this
report.
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TABLE 5.1C
ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION GASES
AND THEIR ABSORPTION WAVELENGTHS
REGIONS
NEAR
Infrared
Infrared
Infrared
Infrared
Infrared
Infrared
Infrared
TERRESTRIAL
Wavelenqtlqs
Micrometers
1 O0
I 07-I I0
110
120
SOLAR OZONE
AbSOrDtlOn
Waveienqtns Wavelenqths
Micrometers Micrometers
080
087-0 89
090
091 -099
100
I 07-1.10
110
I 2OInfrared
Infrared 1 301 _ 30
Infrared I 40i i 40
nfrared I 50_ ] 50
nfrared 1 60 I 60
nfrared 1 70 1 70
nfrared 1 80 1 80
Infrared
OXYGEN
AbSOrOtlon
2801
WATER
ADsorIDtIon
Wavelenqths Wavelenqths
Micrometers Micrometers
0.80
0 87-0 89
CARBON D IOX I._,-
0.90
AbSOrOt_on
Wavelenatns
Micrometers
Q91 -099
10t6
1.07-110
110-120
1 25- 1 30
1 34-1 39
t40- t 50
I 50-1 54
i60
1 69-t79
187
2.80
nfrared I 90 _ 90 1 90
nfrared 200 200 1.91-1 99
nfrared 2,10 2 10 2.00-208 200
Infrared 220 2 20 2.27-230
Infrared 230 230 231-2,40
Infrared 240 240 2,41 -250
Infrared 250 2 50 251-259
Infrared 2 60 2 601 2 60-2 70
Infrared 270 2701 2.70
27C,2.70-280
2.90-299
320
300-3 57
Infrared 290 290
Infrared 300 3 00
Infrared 3, 10
Infrared 320
Infrared 330
3.40
314
3,30
Infrared
*See endnotes 7 and 8 for references in the Endnote section of this
report.
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TABLE 5.1D
ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION GASES
AND THEIR ABSORPTION WAVELENGTHS
REGIONS
FAR
TERRESTRIAL
Wave lenCltnS
Micrometers
350
OZONE
AbSOrDtion
Wavelenqths
Micrometers
nfrared
nfrared 360 3.60
nfrared 370
Infrared 380
Infrared 3 90_
Infrared 400
infrared 4 10
Infrared 420
430
4 40
Infrared
Infrared
OXYGEN
AbsorDt]on Absorotion
Wavelenqths Wavelenqths
Micrometers Micrometers
WATER CARBON DIOXIDE
AbSOrDtlOn
wave l enqths
Micrometers
430
Infrared 4 50
Infrared 4 60
Infrared 470 474
480 4.88-6.30 4 80Infrared
nfrared 4 90
nfrared 500
nf_a_ed 510
nfrared 520
nfrared 530
nfrared 540
nfrared 5 50 5 58
nfrared 5 60
5 70!Infrared
Infrared 5 80 _
nfrared 5 90
infrared 6.00
Infrared 6,10
Infrared 6 20
6.30Infrared 630
579
5.20
*See endnotes 7 and 8 for references in the Endnote section of .this
report.
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In the Ultraviolet, 0.2-0.4 micrometers, this region shows the
most severe absorption. This is fortunate for life because these
rays are harmful to life but for a ground based solar tracker, this
region is unusable. The reasons for this are shown in Figure 5.1 and
Table 5.1. As these wavelengths go through the upper atmosphere,
Ozone interacts with UV and absorbs these wavelengths. Other
gases such as Oxygen and Nitrogen gas and elemental Oxygen and
Nitrogen also help to deDlete this region. By the time the light
reaches the lower atmosphere and the surface almost all of the UV
has been absorbed by the atmosphere. This leaves little to track the
sun by for a solar tracker.
In the next region, Visible Light, there is the least amount of
absorption. As stated this region covers from 0.4 to 0.76 micro-
meters from blue to red light. In the atmosphere ozone and molec-
ular oxygen absorb weakly at 0.69 and 0.76 micrometers. These are
about the only wavelengths affected for this region. Consequently,
this is the region that life has taken advantage of using. This is the
area where our eyes are able to see in and plants use for
photosynthesis. It is also a prime area to use for solar tracking.
In the last region, Infrared, this area is made up of two sub
regions; Near IR or Solar IR from 0.8 to 3.0 micrometers and Far IR
or Terrestrial IR from 40 to 50 micrometers. Near IR is solar in
nature and can be quite useful for tracking the sun. This tracking
area though does not extend past this band area for the sun does not
emit in wavelengths greater than 3.0 micrometers. Consequently,
Far IR is not part of the solar spectrum. It is radiation emitted into
space by the Earth which acts like a 300 degree Kelvin blackbody
The Earthemits wavelengths inthe IR from 1 to 15 micrometers.
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Therefore the wavelengths of potential tracking use are in the 0.7 to
1.0 micrometers. The question is which one is best for the job? In
order to answer this one must look again at the atmosphere.
Although Near IR is solar in nature and FAR IR is terrestrial, they
are both affected by the atmosphere. In the lower atmosphere below
50 kilometers, water and carbon dioxide absorb some of their
wavelengths. Once absorbed, they transmit the energy back to earth
as heat. It is in the lower atmosphere where water increasingly be-
comes a factor due to its nature of forming clouds. This factor will
be investigated in the next section.
ClouO Effects
In the ]oweratmosphere as stated previously and in Tables 5.1,
clouds are a factor due to water absorbing certain wavelengths in
the IR. During the researching of this report, further information
was found which illustrated the absorption qualities of water in our
atmosphere. In a paper by Stephen Cox entitled "Radiation
Characteristics of Clouds in the Solar Spectrum", he researched the
absorption and emission qualities of clouds upon the Solar Spectrum.
His data is duplicated in Table 5.2. From this data, I have graphed
curves to possibly show how clouds can affect a solar tracking
device. As seen in Table 5.2, clouds in the 0.7 to 6.3 micrometer
range tend to absorb increasingly in wavelengths of 0.95
m_crometers and greater while shorter wavelengths are more
scattered through the top, sides and bottom of the cloud. This is
graphed and illustrated in Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 where the
viewing angles are graphed forO and 30 degrees from the zenith.
Figure 5.9 bar graphs the total break up of the light as it passes
through a cloud.
TABLE 5.2
Cloud Affects Upon Wavelength Regions
ZENITH ANGLE
0 DEGREES C]oua
Wavelenqtn Reqlon TOD
(1E-6) Meters %
0 70 50.80
0.76 50.90
095 51 70
1 15 49 10
4O 3650
! BO 2570
280 040
3 30 040
630 0 60
Total WavelencltnS %
Cloud Cloud
Base Sides
% %
32.30 16 90
3240 16 70
28,30 I 5 80
25 80 I5 O0
1560 I I 60
8.70 8 80
000 0 16
000 0',7
000 022
Cloud Cloud Cloud
ToD Base Sides
% % %
48 80 29 20 _5 80
Cloud
Absorption
%
000
0.00
420
!0 10 _
3630'
55 80
9940
99.40
9920
Cloud
AbsorDti on
%
630
ZENITH ANGLE
30 DEGREES Cloud
Waveienqtn Req_on To9
(1E-6) Meters %
0 70 2620
0 76 26!0
0 95 2950
i t 5 28.60
1 40 2510
1 80 24 30
2 8O 440
330 130
630 1 40
Cloud Cloud
Base S_des
%
22.70 51 20
2260 51 10
1920 49.30
18.20 47 60
t 600 43 30
1500 40 80
360 : 0 80
170 400
1 40 4 O0
Cloud
ADSOrDtl On
%
000
020
2.00
560
1460
990
5120
93.00
93 20
Cloud Cloud Cloud Cloud
Top Base Sides AbSOrDt_on
% % _ %
Total Wave_enqtns _ 266'0: 21 O0 49 70 2 70
*See Endnote 9 for cited d)cumentary table information on
_n the Endnotes section 0 this report
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Table 5,2
6O
Percent of Exit Energy Leaving From
Cloud Top VS. Wavelength Region
At 0 and :30 Degree Zenlth Angles
5O
I0
30 ::)egr,:e
Zen th Angle
1.7 2.2 2.7 3.2 3.7 42 4.7 5,2 5.7 6.2
Wavelength Region (IE-6) Meters
FIGURE 55, Light energy wavelengths exiting a cloud's top as com-
pared to the zenltln angle. Graph created from data in Table 5.2.
Refer to endnote 9 in the Endnotes section of this report.
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Percent of Incident Energy at Cloud Top
Exiting the Sides VS. Wavelength Region
At 0 and 30 Degree Zenith Angles
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FIGURE 56. Light energy wavelengths exiting a cloud's sides as
compared to the zenith angle. Graph created from data in Table 5.2.
Refer to endnote 9 in the Endnotes section of this report.
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Percent of Incident Energy at Cloud Top
Exiting The Base VS, Wavelength Region
At 0 and 30 Degree Zenith Angles
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Wavelength Region (1E-6) Meters
FIGURE 5.7. Light energy wavelengths exitinga cloud's base as com-
pared to the zenith angle, GraDh created from data in Table 5.2.
Refer to endnote 9 in the Endnotes section of this report.
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Percent of Incident Energy At Cloud Top
Absorbed Within The Cloud VS. Wavelength
Region For 0 and 30 Degree Zenith Angles
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FIGURE 5.8. Cloud absorption of light wavelengths as compared to
the zenith angle. Graph created from data in Table 5.2. Refer to
endnote 9 in the Endnotes section of this report.
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Total Light VS. Zenith Angle For Top,
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With Cloud Absorption
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FIGURE 5.9. Total light energy exiting a cloud comDared to the zenith
angle. Graph created from data in Table 5.2. Refer to endnote 9 in
the Endnotes section of this report.
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What all these graphs and tables show are that Near IR is bet-
ter for tracking the sun. They show that for a cloud's base, wave-
lengths between 0.7 and 2.7 micrometers can get through but are re-
duced by two-thirds their original strength. The light is scattered
through the top and sides of the cloud as the zenith angle increases
They further demonstrate that a solar tracker using IR should have a
design that encompasses a band between 0.7 to 0.9 micrometers if
one wishes to avoid errors. Any long wavelengths longer than 1 0
micrometers tend to be increasingly absorbed by the clouds and
therefore are not usable.
Potentially, this information is very useful. If, while using a
solar tracker on mildly cloudy days, a small cumulus cloud should
wander across the view, the tracker using these 0.7 to 0.9 micro-
meter bands could theoretically continue tracking. This is if it were
sensitive enough to the partially reduced beam light getting through
the bottom of the cloud. On very cloudy days though, this would not
be the case for there would be too much reduction and scattering in
the sunlight
Terrestrial Effects
Terrestrial (_bjects
Once the light passes through any cloud layers, it then comes
in contact with the ground It is here where plants, buildings and
Terrestrial IR become a factor in choosing solar tracking wave-
lengths The Terrestrial tR comes from the ground and buildings
which absorb the energy and re-emit it in the Far IR. This is
demonstrated in Figure 5 1 1 where the atmosphere is shown to be
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opaque and allows the earth's heat to escape into space in the 8-12
micrometer bands.
{=_ i "
I 11_ I ,r_______.S..-',j,,_/vv I I 1 I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Wavelength (_m)
13 4 15
FIGURE 5.1 1. Optical transmission of the atmosphere showing the
presence of transmission windows and strong absorption bands in
the atmosphere. Refer to endnote 10 for reference information.
In addition to this, diffuse and reflected bands of light can
combine to confuse a solar tracker. Diffuse light comes from the
sky while reflected light comes from buildings, plants and other
terrestrial sources.
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Plant Effects
90m -.
i VISIBLE
i
70F
grass
I
I
FIGURE 5.12. The reflectance of certain common plants at different
wavelengths. For diagram reference, see Endnote 11.
Another area of contention for a solar tracker is the light ab-
sorbed and re-emitted by plants. As seen in Figure 5.12, plants such
as grasses and trees tend to reflect wavelengths of 0.7 to 0.9
micrometers. Grass by farhas the highest reflectance, peaking at
09 micrometers. For a tracker to use these wavelengths, it is ad-
visable that it not be placed in agrassy area or near a lot of trees
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Solar Cell Selection
_olar Cell Materials
The last problem area is the use of materials that are sensi-
tive to the Sun's Radiation and which can convert it for a tracker's
use. These materials are used in the manufacturing of solar cells
and are listed in Table 5.3.
TABLE 5.3
Cadmium Sul_)nlde
Solar Cell Materials
Cadmium 5elenlde Cadmium Tellur_de
Gallium Alum',num Arsenlde Gallium Arsemde Gallium Antimomde
Indium PhOsPhate Indium Antlmomde
Zinc SulDhlcleSilicon
*For reference information refer to endnote 12 in the Endnote sec-
tion of thiS report.
Of these, [he most commonly used and the cheapest is Silicon.
Gallium Arsenide is also used but is more expensive. These two will
be discussed and compared as to their characteristics within this
report.
So]arC_ll Characteristics
The spectral response fora typical silicon cell is shown in
Figure 5 13. With an open circuit voltage of just under 600 milli-
volts, it _s more sensitive towards the IR region peaking at about
087 micrometers. This is illustrated in Figure 5.14.
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WAVELENGTH, NANOMETER
-IGURE 5,13. The spectral response curve fora typical solar cell.
_efer to endnote 13 in the Endnotes section of this report,
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U3
l _ I ; l l ' ISolar radiation
2000 F
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' 000 _
0.3 0.5 0.7 1.0 2.0 4.0
Wavelength, _m
3
:IGURE 5.14 Soectral response curve for a silicon cell and the Solar
Soectrum Refer to endnote !4 in the Erldnotes section.
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tracker. In contrast, PT and PD cells do not have this problem and
are more accurate. In addition, silicon PT cells are sensitive to a
broad band of light from 0.4 to 1.I micrometers. As seen in Figure
5.16, this ranges from visible to near tR. It is for these reasons
tlnat this project has looked into using these cells in the proposed
design.
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X WAVELENGTH (nm)
FIGURE 5.16. The spectral response for a NPN phototransistor with
an overcoating applied for peak sensitivity at 880 nanometers.
Refer to endnote 16 in the Endnotes section of this report.
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FIGURE 5.17. Relative output versus collector current for a photo-
transistor, Refer to enclnote 17 in the Endnotes section of this
re_ort,
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FIGURE 5.18. Collector dark current for a photodarlington transistor
versus ambient temperature, Refer to endnote 18 in the Endnotes
section,
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FIGURE 5.19. Collector current versus collector to emitter voltage
under test conditions for a typical phototransistor.
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The Final Selection Of Photo Cells
The final selection for the photo cells for the tracker consists
of four pnototransisters from the old 1993 tracking device and four
infrared _hotodiodes. The phototransisters will be used inside the
tube while the diodes will be mounted on the outside as the sec-
ondary part of the tracker. The photodiodes were purchased from
Centronic Inc. and are known by the company as BP-65 photodiodes.
The sensitivity curve for these photodiodes are shown in Figure 5.20
below. The sensitivity for these diodes peaks at about 870
nanometers.
FIGURE5.20 Sensitivity Curve for the Centronic BP-65 Photodiodes.
Infrared Diode Boxes And Hot Mirrors
In order to work without interference from outside wavelength
emissions, a hot mirror with a cutoff range of 800 nanometers and
greater must be bought and used over these diodes. The active range
of tracking then would be between the Visible spectra and 800
n,anometers when once mounted, Each diode should be mounted inside
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a shallow box container of less than one inch by one inch by 3/4 inch
dimensions. The box can be metal or plastic and should be painted
white on the outside to reflect infrared and reduce heat build up in-
side the box. If not done this way the devices may be fooled by er-
rant wavelengths from the walls of the boxes. These hot mirrors
can be bought in a two inch by two inch sheet and be cut down to
size by the Optical Sciences Machine Shop. The estimated cost for
this approach is between $40-$50. If not done this way and bought
elsewhere, they will cost up to $400 to get.
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F GURE 5.21 Sensitivity Curve for The Hot Mirrors.
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SOLAR TRACKER TESTING
f
, . /
I _" -- ..... ,_
J_Line Ferpenclcul_r to Vertical Sur£_ce
Line Perpendicular to Tilted Surface
a = Wall Soler Azimuth Ar_le • = An_le o£ Tilt from Vertical
b = Solar Altitude Ar_le % I An_le of _ncidence
FIGURE 6.0. Definition of Solar Angles. For Diagram reference
information refer to endnote 20 in the Endnote Section of this
report.
Once the building of the Solar Tracker is accomplished, it will
need to be tested for accuracy. The tracker as stated must track
within+l degree of the sun. A test must be developed that can ac-
curately measure the solar altitude and azimuth angles. These an-
gles are shown and defined in Figure 6.0. Additional information on
solar tracking is provided in Figures 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5. These
Figures are provided to give comparison data to the test. To do the
test, a lab from the Solar Engineering Class will be modified and
used to test the equipment. The lab materials to be used are a built
test stand for the solar tracker, the solar tracker, the motors and
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controls for tracker and a solar sundial. The design for the test
stand is shown in Figure 6. t.
SOLAR TRACKER TEST STAND
14" HALF
TILTING
GEAR
Side View Front View
FIGURE 6.1
The Test Stand
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S _mmer
FIGURE 6.2. Direct solar radiation incident upon a surface perpen-
dicular to the sun's rays at sea level on the earth during cloudy days.
Refer _o er,dnote 21 for reference in Endnote section of this report.
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FIGURE 6.3, Daily total direct and sky radiation incident upon aver-
tical south-facing surface at various north latitudes during cloud-
less days. Refer to endnote 22 for reference in Endnote section of
this report
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FIGURE 6.4. Daily total direct and sky radiation incident upon aver-
_ical south-facing surface tilted 30 degrees from the vertical at
various north latitudes during cloudless days. Refer to endnote 23
for reference in Endnote section of this report.
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FIGURE 6.5 Daily total direct and sky radiation incident upon aver-
tical south-facing surface tilted 60 degrees from the vertical at
various north latitudes during cloudless days. Refer to endnote24
f_,r reference in Endnote section of this report.
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FEGURE 6.6 Number of degrees to tilt a south-facing surface from
_ne vertical to make it perpendicular to the sun's rays at solar noon.
Refer to endnote 25 for reference in Endnote section of this report.
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The Test
A copy of the Solar Engineering Lab has been inserted in the appendix
_nd the test that follows is a modified version of it. The steps for
_is_, test are as follows:
I Arrive at the west side of the Old Engineering Building and set up
equipment before 11 A.M near the stairway and plaza. Align the
Equipment facing south along a north-south axis. The steps are
aligned this way and will be used to facilitate this set up.
2. Record the start time as Mountain Standard Time.
- Start the solar tracker and at 1Ominute intervals record the
Lime, the solar altitude and solar azimuth for the tracker and
_undial. The experiment will be run for two hours from 11 A. M. to
_.M. Record the end time.
_;. From the data, you can calculate the Solar Noon time and will
calculate the actual altitude and azimuth for each recording and the
Standard Time.
5. Taking an average of this data, you can determine the deviation of
tne tracker for the secondary and primary systems. This will give
t_,e accuracy of the tracker.
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CONCLUSION
The design proposed in this report should satisfy the criteria
needed for ASPOD's solar tracker. At present from the data and re-
search, I have found a photodiode sensitive to a specific wave-
lengths up to 0.8 micrometers and beyond. Through the use of a hot
mirror all wavelengths above 0.8 micrometers will be cut off allow-
ing for avisible to near IR range upto 0.8 micrometers on the secon-
daries. The phototransistors will stay the same and the tracker has
been made from available parts found in the Aerospace-Mechanical
Lab Building machine shop. This design has been made to be snap to-
gerber for easy maintenance. All wavelengths used will be func-
tional in space as well as on Earth.
Items To Be Completed
The tracker platform has been built and the controls started by
Bruce in the AME Electronics Shop. Unfortunately due to lack of
funds for buying the necessary components and the lack of remaining
time in the Spring 1994 Semester, this project cannot be completed
by myself and must be passed on to a new group for completion.
Having graduated and being that I shall not be going to school at the
University of Arizona for graduate studies, I can no longer complete
this project. I only wish that money for this project had been allo-
cared more readily and sooner. I wish to leave behind some advice to
complete this project.
For the completion of this project, there will need to be at
least two to three individuals. The work can be divided up as
follows
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l. Controls: It is recommended that an individual be se-
lected wh0 has taken the Mechanical Engineering controls
class. It is also highly recommended that the two existing one
speed motors be reblaced with variable speed motors that vary
between 15 and 30 degrees per hour rotating speed. The design
of the controls as I have initially designed them on paper
incorporate an automatic sense of "intelligence" The wide
viewing angle of the secondary tracking system makes this
intelligence work. Theoretically, using variable speed motors,
this tracker can be iDlaced in any direction and automatically
find the sun using its secondary tracking system. Once it finds
the sun, then the primary system takes over and completes the
most accurate part of the tracking.
The secondary system is not as accurate as the primary
system, it is not meant to be. Its job is only to find the sun,
then switch to the primary system once it finds it. The pri-
mary system only turns off when it is aligned precisely. If the
primaries are blinded then the secondaries turn on. In essence,
this is an "on or on or off" logic control system.
2. Solar Tracker: This can be done by one or two people.
What is needed here is to design a test stand that is accurate.
Also needed is to finish mounting the photocells to the tracker
platform The individuals will need to have taken the Solar
Engineering technical elective class in order to test the
tracker. See Solar Tracker Test in this report. The test stand
can De a stand alone or, as I recommend, be permanently at-
tached to :he ASPOD Base using two pointers and two wide
protractors to measure the Azimuth and the Altitude angles.
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Design Troubleshooting Hints
This section has been inserted to try to help those following in
my footsteps a way to possibly complete this project and overcome
any problems with my design. I urge the person who may do this to
first stick with my design. It has been well thought out. Please
complete the project as defined in this section.
1. The four primary phototransisters should be
mounted no more than 1.1 inches from the center of the
tube and at ninety degrees to one another. This should
give at least +0.125 degrees tracking ability for the pri-
mary tracker. This is according to the solar tracker cal-
culations found in the appendix. Holes must be drilled
through the plastic to bring the necessary wires through
for connections.
If problems develop in tracking on the primaries,
first increase the size of the tube hole in increments of
an 0 ',25 inches to no more than 0.5 inches. At present,
the e.ole is at 0.125 inches. If these methods do not
worK, try increasing the length of the tube to up to 12
inches. By trial and error, the right sizing can be found.
2. The secondary tracker should have its photodiodes
mounted within 0.125 inches of the dividers. They should
be mounted along the trackers center line and at ninety
Cegrees to one another. They need to be mounted in
1"×1"x0.75" boxes to help mount the hot mirrors over
them The boxes can be made of aluminum or plastic.
They should be coated on the outside with a reflective
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white surface to reduce heat build up in the boxes. This
heat build up could fool the secondaries if not done this
way.
If tracking problems develop on the secondaries,
then increase the height of the dividers until the desired
accuracy is reached. Theoretically, this could be as high
as the tube itself but should be no higher.
3. Controls need to be finished as stated above. This
is one area which needs to be checked for possible
sources of error. The quality of the primary phototran-
sisters is questionable since I have no idea what their
manufacturing specifications say about them. They are
borrowed from previous design work on ASPOD.
4. If the controls and its design check out and every-
thing above has been tried and the design still gives
some trouble then by all means at this point try another
design. This tracking concept is sound in theory but has
not been tried before.
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ENDNOTES
1. Diagram taken from Solar Engineering of Thermal Processes,
Duffie, John A. and Beckman, William A., John Wiley and Sons, nc.,
1991, P. 148.
2. Diagram taken from Solar Ra_liation, Robinson, N., Elsev er
Publishing Company, New York 1966, p. 81.
3. Picture taken from Photovoltaics, Seippel, Robert G., Reston
Publishing Company Inc., Reston, Virginia 1983, p. 184.
4 Figure taken from "On the Diurnal Properties From
Geostationary Satellite Observations", Hunt, Garry E., Clouds: Their
Formation, Optical ProDertie_l and Effects, Academic Press nc.,
New York 1981, p.283.
5. Kreith
Engineering,
, Frank and Kreider, Jan F., princioles of Solar
Hemisphere Publishing Corporation 1978, p. 15.
6. Figure taken from Solar Ra_liat, ion, Robinson, N., Elsevier
Publishing Company, New York 1966, p. 81.
7 Table information taken from _%olar Radiation, Robinson, N.,
Elsevier Publishing Company, New York 1966, p. 66-67.
8. Table information taken from Solar and Terrestrial Radiation;
_ er_hr#g_ 8nd Measurements, Coulson, Kinsell L., Academic Press Inc.,
_'_ew York 1975, pp.265-268.
9 Table taken from "Radiation Characteristics Of Clouds In the
Solar Spectrum", Cox, Stephen K., Clqvds: Their Formation, Ootical
Properties, and Effects, Academic Press Inc., New York 1981, p. 269.
!0. Figure taken from Assorte(;l _olar Energy Engineering
Classnotes, John Peck, University of Arizona 1992.
: I Figure taken from A Guide to Remot:e Sensing: Interoreting
Images of the Earth, Drury, S.A., Oxford University Press, Oxford,
England 1990, p. 33.
12. Table information taken from Phqt;ovottaics, Seippel, Robert G.,
_esr_on Publishing Company Inc., Reston, Virginia 1983, p. 131.
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13. Figure taken from Photovoltai_, Seippel, Robert G., Reston
Publishing Company Inc., Reston, Virginia 1983, p. 131.
!4 Figure taken from Solar and Terrestrial Radiation: Methods
and Measurements, Coulson, Kinsell L., Academic Press Inc., New
ork 1975, p. 122.
5. Figure taken from Infrared C)Dtoelectronics Devices and
AbPlications, Nunley, William and Bechtel, J. Scott, Marcel Dekker
I nc., New York 1987, p. 43.
16. Figure taken from InfraredODtoelectronics Devices and
_pDlications, Nunley, William and Bechtel, J. Scott, Marcel Dekker
nc., New York 1987, p. 92.
7. Figure taken from Infr_re_l ODtoelectronics: Devices and
Applications, Nunley, William and Bechtel, J. Scott, Marcel Dekker
lnc., New York 1987, p. 92.
]8. Figure taken from InfraredODtoelectronics: Devices and
_oDlications, Nunley, William and Bechtel, J. Scott, Marcel Dekker
Inc., New York 1987, p. g l.
!9. Figure taken from Infrared Ol_toelectronics Devices and
_*o!91ications, Nunley, William and Bechtel, J. Scott, Marcel Dekker
Inc., New York 1987, p. 91.
20. Figure taken from "Solar Radiation Availability On Surfaces In
the United States As Affected By Season, Orientation, Latitude,
Altitude and Cloudiness", Becker, Clarence Frederick, Energy in The
_merican Economy, Arno Press, New York 1979, p. 13.
21. Figure taken from "Solar Radiation Availability On Surfaces In
:he United States As Affected By Season, Orientation, Latitude,
:,ltitude and Cloudiness", Becker, Clarence Frederick, Energy in The
,:merican Economy, Arno Press, New York 1979, p. 12.
22. Figure taken from "Solar Radiation Availability On Surfaces In
r.he United States As Affected By Season, Orientation, Latitude,
:,]titude and Cloudiness", Becket, Clarence Frederick, Energy in The
-'-merican Economy, Arno Press, New York 1979, p.25-27.
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23. Figure taken from "Solar Radiation Availability On Surfaces In
the United States As Affected By Season, Orientation, Latitude,
Altitude and Cloudiness", Becker, Clarence Frederick, Energy in The
Amerigan Economy, Arno Press, New York 1979, p.25-27.
2-4 Figure taken from "Solar Radiation Availability On Surfaces tn
t,_e United States As Affected By Season, Orientation, Latitude,
Altitude and Cloudiness", Becket, Clarence Frederick, Enerav in The
v.
American Economv, Arno Press, New York 1979, p.25-27.
25. Figure taken from "Solar Radiation Availability On Surfaces In
:he United States As Affected By Season, Orientation, Latitude,
Altitude and Cloudiness", Becker, Clarence Frederick, Energy in The
American EcQnQm V, Arno Press, New York 1979, p.30.
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APPENDIX
A. Calculations
B. Completed Design Diagrams
C. Material Receipts
D. Phototransister and Mirror Information
TUBE CALCULATION EQUATIONS
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PT Radius
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-gII--TUBE WIDTH -I_
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JL Focal Point
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(Y- Y2)
KNOWN VALUES ARE R, Y, ¢
UNKNOWNS ARE X,Y2, X2 AND
THE TUBE RADIUS
PT- PHOTOTRANSI STORS
IR- INFRARED DIODES
EQUATIONS USED
EQUATION 1
X = Y* TAN (¢)
EQUATION 2
Y2=R/TAN (¢)
EQUATION 3
X2=(Y-Y2)*TAN (¢)
TUBE WIDTH = 2"X2 + 1 INCH
SOLAR TRACKER CALCULATIONS
T_oe Hote Hole Angle Angle Focal Transistor Neodg¢l IR
HoJghl )iemelo_ Radius r (These) These) Lon_h y R4diue Tu_e RadiugOielencl
flnch4P| Inch(NI Inches De'_lmeu Arcmm Inches Inches Inches Inches
4 I 0000C 050000 1.000 600 0321 5730 6230 623¢
4 075000 03750Q 1000 800 0241 5855 6.35,% 6.23(_
4 0,500OC 025000 1.000 60( 0 181 5 980 6,480_ 623C
4 02500C 01250C 1000 600 0080 5.105 6505 5.230
4 0.1250C 00825C 1000 60,0 0040 6.167 6667 623C
4 0 0625C 003125 1 000 80 0 0020 6.198 8 698 623C
4 003125 001563 1 000 800 0010 6214 6714 823C
4 0 01583 0.00781 1 000 60 0 0005 6222 6.722! 823C
4 0 00781 0 00391 I 000 80 0 0003 8 228 8 726_ 623(]
4 000391 000195 1000 60.0 0001 6228 6728; 8230
4 0 00195 0 00098 I 000 60 0 0 001 8 229 8729= 8230
4 0 00098 000049 I 000 60 C 0 000 8229 8.729 8 23(_
4 0 00045 000024 I 000 600 0000 6229 6 729 623¢
T_e Hole Hole Anglo A n_liO Focal Tr snsistot Nel<_¢l IR
-Iongnl Diamoto Radius (Thetl) ('TholE) Length y Radius Tube RediusOistanc_
Enches Inchol Inches Oe_lress Arcmnn Inches Inches
4 I O000C 05000_ 0500
4 0 7500C 0.3750C 0500
4 0 5000C 02500C 0500
4 0 2500C 0.1250C 0500
4 0 1250C 0 0625C 0500
4 0 0825C 0 0312 c. 0 500
4 0 0312 c- 0 01563 0500
4 0 01563 0 00781 0500
4 0 00781 0 00391 0500
4 0 00391 000195 0 501
4 0 0019 =. 0 00098 0500
4 0 O009e 0 00045 0 500
4 0 0004 c. 0 00024 0500
Inches Inches
30C 0915 1 885 2185 218_ ¢
30C 0 886 1 810 2 310 218 =.
30 C 0 451 1 935 2435 2,185
30 C 0 229 2060 2.560 2.185
30 C 0 114 2123 2.623 2.188
30 0 0 057 2 154 2.654 2.18E
30 C 0 029 2170 2670 2.188
300 0014 2177 2677 2.188
300 0007 2,181 2681 218 =,
300 0004 2,183 2683 2.188
30 (3 0002 2 184 2 684 218 E
30 C 0 001 2185 2685 2,1851
30 C 0000 2185 2685 2 185,
T_¢_e Hole Hole I Angle AnQle Focal
He,gh Diamota Radius r j (These) (These) Length
Inche! inches Inches Oe_lresl Arcmin Inches
4 1 O000C 05000( 0 250 15C 1958
4 0750001 0375001 0250 15C 1 489
4 0500001 025000 i 0250 15C 0979
i
41 0 25000! 0 12500 025C 15 ( 0490
41 0 12500, 006250 025C 15( 0245
4J 0 06250 0 03125 0 25C 15 C 0 122
I
4i 0 03125 0 01563 025C 15 0 061
41 001563 000781 025C 1501 0031
4, 0 00781 0 00391 025C 15 OI 0 015
4_ 000391 000195 025C lS01 0008
4; 000195 000098 025C 15C 0004
4, 0 00098 0 00049 0 25C 150! 0002
4 0 00049 000024 0 250 15 O! 0 001
rtansillol Needed IR
Radius rube Radius Distance
Inches Inches Inches
0521 1 021 1.021
0646 1.146 1 021
0 771 1 271 1 021
0 896 1 396 1 021
0 959 1 459 1 021
0990 1 490 1021
1 006 1506 1021
1 014 1 514 1021
I 017 I 517 1021
I 01g 1.519 1021
I 020 1520 1 021
1 021 1 521 1 021
1021 I 521 1021
tr
T_toe _o_e Hole Angle Angle Focal Trans_sle= Needed IR
He,_h_: Diameter Radius r (These} (Theta Len_h Radius rubs Ridiut Distance
:,_chet _nchel Inchee Oe_lreel A_'cmin Inches Inches Inches Inchee
4 1 00000 0.50000 012_ = 75 3979 0 003 0503 0 503
4 0 75000 037500 0 12=- 7 5 2984 0128 0626 0.503
4 0 50000 0 25000 012, = 7 5 1 990 0253 0.753 0.503
4 0 25000 0.12500 012 =, 7 5 0 995 0 378 0878 0.503
4 0 12500 005250 012 =, 7 5 0497 0 440 0.940 0.503
4 0 06250 003125 0.12 =, 75 0249 0.471 0 971 0.503
4 0 03125 0 01563 01251 7 5 0 124 0 457 0 987 0.503
4 001583 000781 012 _. 75 0062 0495 0995 0.503
4 0 00781 0 00391 012=- 75 0.031 0499 0 99! 0,503
4 000391 000195 012 =. 75 001, 0501 1.001 0.503
4 0 00195 0 00098 0.12 =. 7 5 0 008 0 502 t.002 0.503
4 0 00098 0 00049 0125i 7 5 0 004 0 502 1 002 0.503
4 0 00049 0 00024 0 125 7 5 0 002 0 502 1.002 0503
T:e_e Hole Hole An_le Angle Focal Tt'ansislo Needed IR
_elOn_ Chamolor Radius r (These) ('rheta) Length Radius Tube Redlul 31stencl
Inches Inches Inches De_mes Arcmin Inches Inches
4 1 00000 050000 0 083
4. 0 75000 0 37500 0 083
4 0 50000 0 25000 0083
4 0 25000 0 12500 0 083
4 0 12500 0 06250 0 083
4 0 06250 0 03125 0 083
4 0 03125 0 01563 0 083
4 0 01563 0 00781 0 083
4 0 00781 000391 0 083
4 0 00391 0 00195 0 083
4 0 00195 0 00098 0 083
4 0 00096 0 00049 0 083
4 0 00049 0 00024 0 083
Inches Inches
50 598| -016( 0.334 0.334
50 4,49C -0041 0.459 0.334
50 299. _ 0084 0584 0334
50 I 49_ 020_ 0.709 0.334
5 0 0 74_ 0 272 0.772 0334
5 0 0 374 0 303 0803 0334
50 018_ 031_ 0818 0334
5 0 0 094 032f 082(5 0334
5 0 0 04; 0 33C 0 830 0334
5 0 0 02. _ 0 332 0832 0334
S 0 0 012 0 333 0 833 0334
5 0 0 00E 0 334 0 834 0334
S 0 0 00,,! 0 334l 0 834 0334
SOLART' hCK]ERCALCULATIONS
.Oe ngle
,_ht hell)
:nee
6 I 000
5 ! 000
6 1 000
5 1.000
6 1 O00
5 1 000
6 1 000
8 I 000
6 I 000
6 I 000
6 1 000
G I 000
6 I 00C
ube Hole Hole mgle
)+gh _ amele ad_e r 'helm)
Chl_ nones • nones )_lme,,
00001 t 5000( 050C
E ( 7500(. 3750( 050(
( 5000(. 2500( 0 50(
( 25001_ 1250( 0 50(
t, 12501. ,0625( 0 50(
E q, 0625(. _ 0312! 0 S0(
l_0312!. P0156: 0 50(
E 1b0156:. r 0078' 0 50(
( II 0078 P0039' 050(
( ii 0039. P0019! 050(
( II 00195_ 100091 0 50(
( ,_ 0oo981 ,0004! 0 SOl
t ,I000491 tO002, OSO_
'ubl Hole Hole _ngle
oigP ilmoll lad,us rheim
iche Inches Inches e_lt'oe
I O000C )5000 025,
)7500C } 3750 025,
)5000C ) 2500 0 25
, )2500(: )1250 025
) 1250( ) 0625 0 25
) 0625( ) 0312 0 25
}0312=` ) 0156 0 25
)0156: :10078 0 25
3 0078' 3 0039 0 25
30039' 30019 0 25
3 0019! O 000g 025
0 00091 0 0004 0 25
0 0004! 0 0002 0 25
T_4 Hole Hole Angll
+eq_l )simile1 =Ladius That|
nCnl Inches Inchel )e_lrel
1 0000C 0500C 012
0 7500C 0 375C 01;
q
0 5000C 0 250( 01;
0 2500C 0 125( 01;
0,1250C 0 062 =- 01;
0 0625C 0031; 01;
0 0312=. 0 0151 0,1;
, 0 01562 0 007| 0 1;
; 0 00781 0 003| 0.1;
; 000391 0 001'f 01;
i 0 00191 0 000! 01;
i 0 00091 0 000_ O1;
' 0 0004 <, 0 000; 0 1;
tube Hole Hole Angl,
ioightiDiamlle _ Radius (Thee
_che_ Inches J Inche_ 3e_lre
6J 1 000001 0 500q 0 01
51 0750001 0375, 00,
1 0 50000J 0 250, 001i
I, 0 250001 0.125q 0 01
( t o 125ooI 0 062' 0 0_
t, 0 062501 0031 0 0.
6q003125J 0015 00.
( 001563_ 0 007 0 0
o oo78q o 003 oo
0 003911 0 O01 0 0
000195J 0 000 00
0 00098_ 0 000 0 0
0 0004g_ 0 000 0 0
nots) _
cmin. tense
50.0 0 321
600 0241
500 0191
600 0060
60.0 0,040
60.0 0.020
50 0 0 010
60C 0005
60 C 0 003
60C 0001
80 C 0.001
60 C 000C
60C 000C
_ngle _'ocal
'hell) mgth 1
_Cfilth rlgheo
30 ( 0 91=-
30( 0.86(
30 ( 045!
30( 022 ¢,
301 0,114
30[ 005;
30( 0.02!
30( 001d
30 I 000;
30q 0 00_
30q 0,00;
30_ 0 00
30 q 0 00(
J,ngte Focal
rhlti inch
rcmir Inches
15 195
15 1 46'
15 097'
15 049,
15 0 24
15 0 12
15 0O6
15 0 03
15 0 01
15 0.00
15 0 O0
15 0.00
15 0 00
Anglq Focal
Then .Ingth
_rcmll tnchet
7 397
7 2.98
7 1 99
7 09_i
7 0.4g
7 024
7 0,1;
7 001
7 00.
7 001
7 0 O(
7 00(
7 0 0(
An91 Foes
(Thee Length
Arcmi fiche
591
441
2 9_
=- 1 4!
07,
.= 03
01;
• 00'
! 00
' 00
' O0
00
00
|nelele_ _ IR
_4KIIut ' _e RSCtt_ ltlnOl
noble ! Inchee tohoe
684{ 9344 9 344
6 989, 9488 9344
9 094 9 594 9.344
9 219 9.719 9 344
9 282 9.782 9 344
9313 961_ 9344
9 329 9 621 9344
9 337 9837 9 344
9341 9841 9344
9 342 9 54; 9344
9 343 9 642' 9 344
9 344 9 54_ 9 344
9344 964_ 9 34a
i i '
lnllSlel N4NKII_ I IFI
m
Rediue T_ _ R_uq stlnc_
Inches Incnel I nones
J
2771_ 3 27gj 327!
i
2903 3.403_ 3 271
302! 3.526J 3 27!
315. _ 3653_ 3 271
3 21=- "_ 7_,_= 3271
324; _ 747J 3 271
3 26; _ 7_2J 3 271
3 27c ;,:,,,! 327_
I
327'1 _ "'=' 327_
3 27( .... I 3 271
327; .... I 3 271
3 27; .... J 3 271
3 27! ..... I 3 27,
rlnlllte NINKMd ' IR
Rediug _be Rediu" ilt&no
Inches Inchll Inches
1 03: 1 532 1 53
1 15' 1657 1.53
1 281 1782 153
1 40 1907 153
1 47, 1970 1 53
1 50 2001 1 53
1 51' 2016 153
I 52 2024 1 53
1 52 2.028 1 53
1 53 2030 153
1 53 2031 1 53
1 53 2032 153
1 53 _ 2032 1 53
rlns,stl NiNI_3_¢I IR
Radius ul_ Radiu_ )i$tlnl
Incnll Inches Jnche_
0 25 0.75_ 0.7 =-
0 37 057_ 07=.
050 1 00'_ 07=.
052 1 12 ¢, 07 =.
06g 1 191 0 7 =.
0_72 I 22: 07!
0 73 1 231 07!
0 74 1 24( 0 7 =`
07_ 1 25( 0 7!
07_ 1 25 '_ 0.7=`
0 7 =- 1 25: 07 =`
0 7=- 1 25: 07_
07=- 1 25_ 07!
"rln$1lll IR
Radius _isten
Inches Inche Inchs
0 00 0. 0 5,
0.12 0. 0 5_
0 25 0 05,
037 0 0 5
043 0 05
047 0 0 5
048 O, 05
0 49 0 05
049 0 05
049 0 05
050 1 05
050 I 05
05C 05
SOLAR TRACK_ R CALCULATIONS
Tubl ---- , Hell
4eigh Jaameteq _IdlJl r
nChel IflChel I InCh_
9 1 00000_ 0 5000C
B
8 0750001 03750C
8 0+50000_ 02500C
8 0250001 0+1250C
8 0.12500_ 006250
8 0.062501 0 03125
8 0 031251 001563
8 0 015831 000781
e o OOTB+I 000391
8 0 003911 0.00195
8 0 0o_9-_ i 00009!
e o 000981 o ooo4s
8 o 0oo491 0.00024
Tube Hole Hole
-teigh )iamelo Radiul r
nche! Inches )nobel
E I 0000C 05000C
0 7500( 0 3750C
,E 05000( 02500(
0 2500( 0 12501
01250( 0 0625(
00625( 0 0312 a.
E 00312. j 0 0156:'
I 00156: 0 00781
E 0 0079! 0 00391
f 0 0039' 0 0019 I.
00019 I. 000091
00009! 00004 ¢.
0 0004 <` 0 0002d
I
Tube Hole Hole
Heigh Diamete R&diul I
Inche Inchel Inchei
I 1 0000( 0 5000[
I 07500( 0.3750(
I 0 5000( 0 2500(
( 0 2500( 01250(
0 12501 0 0625(
I 0 0625( 0 0312'.
l 0 0312! 00156C
I 00156: 00078'
0 0078 , 0 0039'
I
l 0 0039 ! 0 0019!
00019! 000091
0 0009_ 0 0004!
I
I 0 0004' ! 0 0002,
i
Tube Hole Hole
Haunt Diametel Radius i
Inche Inches Inches
I 1 0000C 0 5000_
I 0 7500C 0 37501
i 0.50000 02500q
i 025000 0 12501
I 0 12500 0 06251
00625¢ 00312!
i 0 03125 00156:
0 01563 00076
J 000781 0 0039
J 000391 0 0019!
i 0 00195 000091
000099 00004'
: 00004_ 0 0002
Tube Hole Hole
Heigl' Oiemiti Radius
tnche Inches Inches
: 1 O000C 05000_
, 07500C 03750_
, 0 5000C 02500_
, 0 2500C 01250'
0 1250C 0 0625q
0 0625C 0 0312
0 0312 _. 0 0156
0 0156_ 00078
0 00781 0 0039
0 00391 0 0019
0 0019 _. 0 0009
00009_ 00004
0 0004 ¢. 0 0002
Angle
These)
1 000
1 000
1 000
1 000
1 000
1 000
1 OO0
1 000
I OO0
t 000
1 O00
I OOC
1 000
Angle
_hela)
)a_lrl..
0500
0500
0 50C
050C
0 50C
0 50C
0 50C
050C
050C
0 50C
050C
0 50(
050(
Angle
{Thelaj
)agree1
0 25(
0 25(
025(
0 25(
0 25(
025(
0 25(
0 25(
0 25(
0 25(
0 25(
025(
025l
Angle
(Th,le
3*_rN,
012!
012!
0 12!
012!
012!
012!
0 12_
012_
0 12!
0 12!
012_
0 12_
0.12!
Angle
{Thell
De_ree
0 06:
008:
0 06:
0 09:
0 08:
0 O8
0 06
0 08
0 08
0 08
0 08
0 08
0 08
Angle ! Focal
Thelm)l .en¢l_ I
m
krcmin+l Inches
600! 0321
60.01 0241
G0.O I 0.161
6001 0.08C
60.01 004C
6001 0 02C
60.0' 001C
60.01 0 00!
600, 000:
600 0.001
600 0001
600 000(
60 0 0 001
i
Angle Focal
_het=.l .engm 1
II fCfft In InchaI
30 0 0 91 a,
30 0 0681
30 0 0 451
300 022(
30.0 0.11,
30 0 005_
30 0 0021
300 001d
30 0 0 00;
30 0 000,
30 0 000i
300 0 00'
300 0 001
1
Angle Focal
rrhete) Length,
l, rcmnn Inches
15 0 195_
15 0 1 46!
15 0 0 97_
15 0 0 49i
15 0 0 24_
15 0 0 12;
150 006
150 003
15 0 001_
150 000_
150 000,
15C 0001
150 0.00
Angle I Focal
(]" l_Ita) ! Lenglh
Afcmm I Inchel
3.97'
296.
1 99_
i
0 99
i
049
i
7 5! 0 24'
i
z s I o12
7 51 0 06
7 5: 003
75 001
7 5 000
7 5 000
7 5 000
[
Angle Focal
(1"hell) Lenglh
Atcmin. Itchel
5 0 5.98
,5 0 4 49
5 0 2.99
5 0 1.49
5 0 074
50 037
50 018
5 0 009
5 0 004
50 002
50 001
5 0 000
5 0 000
"fenSlSlel
Radius
Inches
11 95i
12O84
12.205
12.334
12.393
1242|
1244'4
12451
12455
1245;
12 45_
12.45|
12 45_
"rinlllte
Radiu_
Inches
3 87(
399f
4 121
4 24 a,
4 301
4 335
4 35!
4 36:
4 36;
4 361
4 361
4 37(
437(
rflnlille
Radius
Inches
1 54:
1.661
1 79:
1911
1 984
201'
202_
2.03_
2.03_
204'
2.04;
2.041
2.04:
Transiltel
Radius
tnch@I
0505
0 630
0755
0880
0943
0974
0 990
0 997
1 001
1 003
1 004
1 005
1 005
Trlnliltl
Radius
Itches
016
029
0 41
0 54
060
0 63
0 65
0 66
0 66
0 66
0 66
0 66
0 66
Iskmclsd iR
"u0e Ridiul ,istancl
Inchee nchoc i
12.459 12459
12,584 12,459
12.709 12.4591
12634 12,459 i
12897 12.459!
12.928 12.4591
12944 12 4591
12.951 12.4591
12955 124591
12.957 12.459_
12.958 12.459;
12 959 12459
12.959 12.459
[
N_ _R
"ub_ Rlcliu_ _iltencs
Inchee Inch_l
4370 4 370
4 495 4370
4620 4 370
4745 4 370
4 808 4 370
4 83_ 4 370
4 955 4 370
4 863 4370
4 867 4 370
4 86_ 4 370
4 86t 4 370
4 87C 4 370
4 87C 4 370
N_:leO 1 IR
ru_ RadiullOistan¢i
Inches I IncheI
20431 2.043
2.1681 2043
22931 2043
24181 2043
2.4801 2043
2.5111 2043
25271 2043
25351 2043
25391 2043
25411 2 043
2,5421 2 043
2.5421 2.043
25421 2 043
Need_l J IR
i'ube Rad_udOistanc=
Inchel I Inches
1 0051 1005
m
m
1 13oI 1005
1 2551 1 005
1 3601 1005
1 4431 1 005
1.4741 I 00 =
I 4901 1 005
t 4971 1 005
1.5011 1 005
I 5031 1005
1 5041 I 00 _.
1 5051 1 005
15051 1 00 a.
I
Needed I IF
Tube Rediu_Disla
0.6661 0
07931 0
0.9161 0
1 0431 0
11061 0
1 1371 0
11531 0
11801 0
1 1641 0
11661 0
1 1671 0
1 1681 0
1 1681 0
J_e Hole
i_hl )iemete_
:her Inchel
1 C 1,0000¢
1C 0.7500¢
1C 05000¢
IC 0 2500C
10 0.1250¢
1C 00925(
10 00312. _
10 00156:
( 000781
I ( 0.00391
1( 00019. a
1 ( 0 0009|
1 ( 0,00041
u_e Hole
e_9 M _liemote
cho! Inchoe
( 1 0000(
1( 07500(
1 ( 0 5000(
1 ( 0 2500(
1 ( 0 1250(
1 t 0 0825(
1_ 00312!
I _ 00156:
_ 0 0078
I I 0 0039
II 00019!
_, 00009;
, 0 0004'
I
"ube Hole
e=gf Diemete
_che Inchee
I 1 0000(
I 0 7500(
0 5000(
I 0 2500(
I 01250(
1 0 0625(
1 0 0312 =`
1 0 0156:
I 0 0078'
I 0 0039'
1 i 0 0019_
i
I
1 I 0 00091
1 I 0 0004!
i
[
Tut_a I .o..
4et_l I_namels
nchl I InCnOm
I
1 I I OOOOI
l
1 I O 7%OOd
l
I [ 0 5000q
l
I 0 2500_
I
I I 0 12501
B
1 I 0,0625
1 [ 00312
1 100156
I I 00076
I I 0 0039
B
1 I 0 0019
l
1 I 0.0009
1 I 0 0004
i
TuOeiHe.
-_e_ght!Diamet
nche_ Inchel
' 011 000(
I 01 0 750(
101 0 500(
101 0 250(
_01 0125(
101 0 062_
lOIo 031;
I 01 0 015(
10_ 0 0071
1°Iooo3_
C]_ 0 001!
10_ 0 000!
1 Ol 0 000,
SOLAR TRACKER C,4LC4JLATIONS
Hole Angle
Ladlus r ('rheim)
Inchee _mel
) 15OO00 I 000
).37500 1 000
)25000 1 000
),12500 I 000
) 0625C I 000
)0312=3 1 000
)01583 1 000
) 00781 1 000
) 00391 1 000
] O019 =. I 000
}.0009! I 000
) 00045 1 000
).00024 1 00C
Hole Jqngle I
Imclr_MD r unetm)l
Inches eQrod)_
5000( _" _onl
33750( o5ooi
32500( 0 1 5 0 0 m
31250( 0500
30625( 0 500
3 0312 =, 0500
00156: 0500
0 0078' 0 500
0 0039' 0500
00019! 0500
0 00091 0500
00004! 0500
0 0002, 0 500
i 1
Hole Angle
Red_fds There)
inches )e_lme|
0 50001 0 250
0 3750, 0250
0 2500, 0 250
0 1250 0250
00625 0 250
0 0312 0 25C
0 0156 0 25C
0.0078 025C
0 0039 0 25C
00019 0 250
00009 025(
00004 025C
0 0002 0 25C
Hole Angle
Racl_Js (Theta I
Inches 3egree_
0 5000 0 12=`
0 3750 0 12=`
02500 0 12. =
01250 0,12. =
0 0625 0 12=`
0.0312 012!
0.015_ 0.12!
0007! 0.12!
00031 0.12!
0 0015 0 12!
O000S 0127
0 0004 012_
0,000; 0 12_
Hole
Radius
Inches
05000
0 3750
02500
0 1250
0 0625
0 0312
0 0156
0 0078
0 0039
0 0019
0 0009
i 0 0004
, 0 0002
Imgle
r'heta)
J retain
600
600
800
60C
60.C
60.C
60¢
60(:
60C
60.C
60 C
60¢
60¢
Angle
There}
,rcrnln
30(
30(
30 C
30.(
30(
30.(
30(
30 (
3O(
30q
304
30.q
30_
Angle
There
krcmlfl
15.'
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
Angts
IThetm
Arcmlf
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
Focal
)r_lm y
nchoo
0321
0241
0,181
0080
0.04C
0.02C
001C
0 007
0 003
0.001
0 001
0 00(
0 00(
Fo¢II
en¢llh 1
Inchei
0.91. a
0.88(
0 451
022 _.
0.11d
0 05;
002_,
0 01,
0 00;
0 00,
0 00',
0 00'
0 001
Focel 'rlnliltl No.led
.e n_ll RadiUS "ube R_dm
Inches Inches Inchee
1 95 2.05: 2 55:
1 49 2.17, 2.671
0 97 2.30 280:
0 49 242 2.92_
024 249 299
012 2 52 302:
006 253 303_
003 2 54 304_
0 01 2.55 305_
0 00 255 305
0 00 2.55 305:
0 O0 2.55 3.05
0 00 2.55 305
Focal rransisle I No4mo¢l
.englh Radius tube Red0_
h_:hel Inches Inches
3 97 0 7571 125
298 0882. 1 38
1 99 1 007, 1 50
0 99 1132, I 83
0 49 1 194, 1 69
0 24 1 225. 1 72
012 1 241. 1 74
0 0E 1249. 1 74
003 1 253. 1 75
0 01 1 255. 1 75
0 0C I 256. 1 75
OOC 1 25e, 1 75
0 0C 1 25(_, 1 75
An_lle An_lll Ftme_ Trmnsisle_ No_I
(Thela (The1= Length
iO_ree Arcmi Inche
)I 0 08 5 5 91
0 06 5 44|
) 0 08 5 29_
) 008 5 1 4!
] 0 08 S 0 7d
• 0 08 5 0 3;
008 5 0 1|
0 08 5 0 0 _
0 08 5 0 0,
• 0 08 5 0 O;
006 5 ' 00'
0 08 5 0 0(
008 5 00
Pmneilte, [ Nes¢_od IR
Rld_ul __bo Rldlu_ )i$tanc_
Inchee Incheo Inches
15.074 I 15.574 15574
151991 15.699 15574
15324 15.824 1557_
15.449 15.949 15.57_
1551a 16.012 1557_
15543 16043 1557_
1555| 16 058 1557_
1558_ 16066 15,57_
1557¢ 16070 1557_
1557; 18072 1557_
15573 18073 1557_
15574 16074 15 57_
15.574 16 074 15.57_
rlnlllle Needed IR
Recliu_ ube Radam 3ieten¢,
|nchel Inches Inches
4 96_" 5463 546:
508| 5 58_ 546:
5 21: 571_ 5 48:
5 33| 583_ 546:
5401 5901 546:
543; 5 93; 546:
5.44; 5 94] 548:
5 45 n, 5 95 =. 546:
5455 5.955 5,46:
5.48' 5961 546:
5.46: 596; 5.46:
546: 5 96: 5 46:
5 46: 5 960 5 46
IR
Distlfl¢_
Inches
2.55:
255. _
2.55. _
255,"
2.55:
2.55:
2.55:
2155:
I
255"
i
255:i
255:
i
255:
i
255:
I
n
IR
)islenc
Inches
1 25'
1 25
1 25:
1 25'
1 25
1 25
1 25
1 25
1 25
1 25
1.25
1 25
1 25
IR
R_cllul _Tube Rick= _istimc
Inches Inches Inche!
03351 083 0.83
046(, 0.90 083
058f, I 0! 0.83
071(. 1 21 083
077:. 1 21 083
080d. 1 3C 0 83
0 82(. 1 3; 0 83
0 82;. 1 3; 0 83
083_. I 3.' 083
0 83:, 1 3: 0 83
0 83', 1 3: 0 83
083=`. I 3: 083
0 83=`, 1 3: 0 83
Tube Ho_
He_h Oiamete
Inches Inches
12 1.0000¢
12 0.7500(
12 0.5000(
12 0.2500(
12 0.1250(
12 0.0825(
12 003124
12 0.01581
12 0.00781
12 000391
12 0 00194
12 0.o00g!
12 00004|
Tube Ho_
Helgh Diamele
Inchet Inches
12 IOOOOC
12 07500(
11 0 5000C
12 0 2500(
12 01250(
12 0 0625(
12 003124
12 0 0156:
12 000781
12 0 00391
12 0 0019E
12 0 0009_
12 0 O004G
Tube Holo
Heigh Unamo[e_
Pnche! inches I
12 1 00000 I
i
12 0 75000 I
I ; o 50000 I
I
12 0 25000 I
12 012500 I
12 0 062501
12 0 03125i
12 o o1683 I
12 0 00781j
12 000391
12 0 00195i
1 _ 0 00098:
I _ 000049
t
Tube ! Hole
HedghtIOiamete
inches Inches
12! 10000(
12_ 0 7500(
12 05000(
12i 0 2500(
12; 0 1250(
12 0 0625{
12! 00312:
_2] 00158:
121 000781
12! 000391
121 0 0019. ¢
122 00009.04¢.
Tube I Hole
He_ght!Oiamete
!nche_ Inchel
1_ I 1o0ooc
_'l o7sooc
l_j 05000C
"_1o2sooc
"_1o 125oc
'_l 008250
"_l 0 0312_
• _j 0 01562
""J 0 00781
"'J 0 00391
"_l 0 00194
""J 0 0DOGE
•j 0 0004_
SOAR _R CALCULATIONS
HO_ Angle
Radi_ r (Th_l
Inches UegreesJ
0 5000¢ looo I
0.3760C 1 000 I
0.250oc 1 aooj
o,1250c 1 COOl
00625C 1.000J
0,0312_ lo00J
00156_ 1 oooJ
000781 1000J
000391 I ado I
0 0019_ 1000J
00009! 1 000 I
00004_ I 00o I
0,00024 1 ooo I
i
HO_ J Angte
Radius rl (These)
Inchee ID*?res_
0500001 0 500
0375001 0500
0250001 0S00
0125001 0500
0062501 0500
0031251 0 500
0015631 0S00
ooo7811 o5oo
ooo3911 o5o0
ooo1951 o6oo
0000981 0 500
0 000491 0 500
0000241 0 500
Hole Angle
Radius r (Thels)!
Inches Uegme _
05000¢ 025_
03750¢ 0250 I
o2sooc o2soI
0,12500 0250I
00825C 0250I
0 0312_ 0 250 I
0.01561 0 250 I
000781 0 250 I
0 00391 0 2S0I
0 0019_ 0 250 I
0.0009_ 0.250 I
000046 0250 I
0 oo02d o 25o I
Hole Angle
Ra,d_le r (Thetl)!
.Incheeuo_ree¶
o5oooc o125 I
o375o c o 125 I
o25ooc o125 I
0 125oc o.126 I
0 0625C o 1_s I
0 0312 I. o 1_5J
0 0158_ 0 125 I
O,O0781 0125 I
0 00391 0 125 I
0 0019 _. 0.125 I
000098 0125 I
0 0004s 0 125 I
oooo2_ 0 1251
.... I Angle
Hao=us rl (Thela)
mcnes IDe,reel
0500001 0 083
o375oo I 0083
o25oooj 0083
0 12500J 0083
0 062501 0 083
oo_12_J 0083
oo15s31 0083
oo07A11 0063
ooo3911 0083
o oo19_ I 0 083
o ooo981 0083
oooo491 0083
O OOO74J 0 083
I Angle Focal
(Thota) Length
Arcmin, Inchel
60,C 0321
00C 0241
60_ 0 161
80¢ 0080
60C 0040
600 0020
60.C 0010
60.C 0005
60._ 0003
60.0 0 001
60.C 0.001
60 C 0 000
60 C 0 000
Angle
(T hate)
Arcmin
30 C
30C
30C
30.0
30(;
30.C
30C
30 C
30 C
30 C
30C
30(;
30C
I Angle
(These)
Arcmln
15C
15_
15_
15C
15_
15C
15C
15¢
15.C
15¢
15.C
Angle
(These)
Arcmin
7. ¢.
7 =.
7_
7_
7_
75
7_
7_
75
75
75
7_
i
Anvils
(The ta)
Arcmm.
50
50
5_
5_
S¢
S(;
S¢
5C
50
50
5_
SC
Focal
Len_h_
Inches
0 915
0 888
0458
0 229
0.114
0 057
0 021
0014
0 007
0004
0 002
0001
0000
Focal
Length
Inches
1 958
1469
0 979
0490
0 245
0,122
0 061
0 031
0015
0008
0 004
0002
0 001
Focal
Length
Inchee
3 979
2.984
1 990
0 995
0 497
0249
0.124
0 062
0 031
0018
0008
0004
0 002
Focal
Length y
Inches
5988
4,490
2993
1497
0748
0 374
0187
0 094
0 047
0023
0 012
0005
0 003
rrlnllltel
R_cllue
Inchee Inches,
18189
18314 18 814
18439
18 564
18626
18658 19,158
18673 19 173
19681 19.181
18 085 19185
18 687 19.187
18688
18 668 19188
18 689 19189
rrens,ml*_ Nes_¢t IR
Radius rube Radius 'Distance
Inches Inches Inches
5056 6 555 6556
6.181 8 681 , 6556
6 306 8 806 0.556
6431 8931 6556
8493 8993 6558
6 524 7024: 6556
6540 7 040 8 558
6 548 7 048 6 556
8552 70521 8556
i
5554 70541 8.556
6555 7 055; 6556
6555 7 055, 8556
6 555 7055 6+556
rrane_mte_ _ j IR
Radius ITu_l R&diul iDislence
Inches I Inchel I Inches
2 5841 3. 0841 3.064
26891 3.189, 3.064
2814J 3314 3.064
2 9391 3 439' 3064
30021 3.502 3064
3 0331 3533 3064
30481 3.5481 3.064
30581 3 558_ 3.064
3 o6o[ 3 58o I 3.084
30621 3.5621 3064
3.0831 3.563 3.064
30641 3564 3.064
30641 35641 3+064
rrsnsille_ Needed ; IR
Radi=,lru_,Rediu,lOistano,
Inches I Inches = Inches
1 008J 1508 1.508
1 1331 I 833 1.508
12581 1758 1508
1383J 1 883 1.508
1 4461 1 945 1508
1477J 1 977 1,508
1 492J 1992 1 508
1 5001 2000, 1 508
1 5041 2004 1,508
I soft 2006 1 508
1 507j 2.007 1508
1 507J 2007 1 508
1 5081 2008 1 506
ransi|le_ Needed IR
Rediue _ube Rldigl:Distance
Inches I Inchel Inches
oso2J 1002 ! 1.002
06271 1127' 1 002
0752J 1 252 1.002
0877J 1377 1002
o94oI 14401 loo2
0 9711 1 471, 1 002
0 9871 1487, 1 002
0 995J 1495 I 002
0 9981 1 498 1.002
I 0001 1500 1002
I O01J 1501; 1.002
I oo21 15021 1 002
1 0021 1 502 I 002
Solar Tracking Device
Completed Design
Fiberglass
Box
Top View
Primary
g
PVC Tube
Graphite
Bowl
Support Base
• PVC Support Ring
Side View
Primary
Tracking
PVC Tube
Fiberglass
Box Secondary Tracker
Dividers (Fiberglass)
Graphite
Bowl
Dacron Bottom Plate
PVC Support Ring
Final Completed Spring 1994 Design
Primary Tracking System
Side View
Top View
sidef_i'O _ View
Phototransistor
Outside View
-- .IL _
-rf-
II
II
I I
I I
II
Secondary Tracking System
Top View
Side View
Infrared
Cell
Solar Tracking Device
Completed Design
Dimensions
Top View
7.0"
5.0 m
Phototransistor
Side View
--q.
II
Ii
Ii
Ii
II
A
R
I
I
10.0"
Primary Tracker Plug
Diagram and Dimensions
Top View
3.05" Dia
Dia
Side View
3.50" 2!
_l--o. 125"
¼
I
I
I
I
I
2.50"__J
Bottom Plate Design
Dimensions
Top View
er Slots
0.125" Wide
Drill Holes
y Spaced
3.0" Dia
Inner Circle
6.0" Dia
Outer Circle
Side View
,, ;I
II
I I I
I I I
11.9..._ ,,.ipJ I2.1
Set Primary
Photocells
0.773" From
Center of
Tracker.
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CENTRONIC INC.
E.O DIVISION
7_088 Anchor Court • NewOury ParK. Caiiforma 91320
,805/ 499-5902 • _'AX: (805) 499-7770
i _NVOIC_OA..TE_..
U4/ UD/"J4
INVOICE
SOLO UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TO AERO/MECHANICAL ENGINEERING:
AERONAUTICAL BLDG - ROOM 30!
TUCSON, AZ 85721
USA
7117i 04/05/94 )UOFAZ NB! 999L
QTY.
SHIPPED
4
....... --._ _ ""'J _T ".T " -'_[I
._." . .-.- ..... -..... & .......
I
ITEM NO./
DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE
BPX-65 6.6000
HIGH SPEED PHOTODIODE
I
/ JEN_FER JACKSONDAVID ROWNEY
602 621 6092
UNITQTY.
'," OROER/8.O.
4 EA
.00
TOTAL PRICE
26.40
.:CMMENTS
-E=",IS: Credit Card
_b'4Li _
TOTAL
MISC. CHARGES
FREIGHT
SALES TAX
TOTAL
PREPAID AMOUNT
BALANCE DUE
26.4
8
34
34
-Ultra High Speed Photodiodes BPX-65, AX65-R2F
i i
The BPX65 is a high speed, high quality silicon photodetector
which is manufactured in large quantity and offers an excellent
pnce-to-performance ratio, its high frequency response, sen-
sitivity and tow cost make the BPX65 suitable for applications
including fiber optic communications, shaft encoders, computer
light pens, and laser instrumentation.
The photodetector consists of a 1mm 2active element mounted
in a hermetically sealed T0-18 equivalent package. The
cathode _sconnected to the case. althougrt a special isolated
version, the BPX65R, is available upon request. This device
however utilizes a three-lead TO-18 package, unlike the two-
lead version shown in the diagram.
This device is avadable in a special package for fiber optic
applications (the AX65-R2F), with an epoxy covering (the
X65-EB). or even in die form. Centronic can also supply the die
in a special custom-designed package and manufacture the
device to MIL SPEC.
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Max. Rating Unit
Storage Temperature -55 to +100 _C
Operating Temperature -40 to .80 °C
Active Element Dimensions 1 x 1 mm
Recommended Wavelength Range 400 to 1000 nm
High Frequency Response up to 100 MHz
Field of View (8PX-65) 74
i _ 3.90 (0.1 $4)
WINDOW DIA.
_, !_ 4.8oio.la9)4.ss(o.179)OIA.
DIRECTtON OF
I UGHT INCIDENCE
!
S.30 10.2091
2.7=10.107 4.80 (0.1_1
' NOM.
! i iH'12.70 (.500) MIN.
t
,_
l l_ o.481.o_9)
o.4_(.o_6)DIA.
S.SO (0.2113
S.31 (0.209) 0tA.
!
I i _ CATHODE & CASE
i_i
2.79 (0.N0)
2.29 (0.090)
BPX-65*
"ForAX65-R2Fsee PackageNo.6
ELECTRO..OPTICAL SPECIFICATIONS* ;_MIN. : TYPICAi._": • MAX. :_ NITS "i-"
Peak Sensitivity 850 : nm
Operating Voltage
Power Dissipation (at 25°C) l '
Response Linearity (to better than 1%)
Respons=vity at 450nm
30 ; V
Risetime (measured at 900nm) (Vr-20V)
Capacztance (Vr = 0V)
mW250
, up to 7.5 , mW/cm 2
0.20 AJW
at 900nm 0.52 0.55 A/W
at 1064nm 0.15 A/W
q
3.5 ns
Capacitance (Vr = 20V)
Dark Current (Vr = 20V)
15 pF
3.5 4.0 pF
1.0 5,0
3.3 x 10 _'
6
NEP at 900nm (Vr = 20V)
Photosensitivity (at color temp of 2856°K)
(Vr = 20V)
n_
WHz-t,2
nA/LUX
"All the parameters are characteristic of a photodiode operating at 23°C, and connected to a load resistance
of 50 o_ms (where appropriate).
CENTRONIC 1NO,
2088AnchorCour_NewouryPark.CA91320805-499-5902•FAX:805-499-7770
23
For Sales and Technical Assistance Please Call.
: Low Light Level Sensors OSD35-LR
Centronic low light level sensors are special large area silicon photodiodes (35ram 2) designed for circuits requiring a
very high shunt resistance. These photo0iodes are used with scintillation crystals for radiation detectors and for
measuring fluorescence in gas and liquid analysis.
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Max. Rating Unit
DC Reverse Voltage 50 V
Storage Temperature Range -45 to +100 "C
Operating Temperature Range -25 to +75 "C
OSD35-LR
t
0
400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200
750 .....
700 .....
650
600
550
500
450
400
350
_oo
250
2O0
150
100
50
0
WAVELENGTH(rim)
OSD3_LR-TYPICAL SPECTRAL RESPONSE
BIAS VOLTAGE (V)
OSD35-LR - TYPICAL JUNCTION CAPACITANCE
Electrical / Optical Specifications
Characteristics measured at 22° C (+_2)ambient, unless otherwise stated.
l. OSD35-LR responsivity tested at 900nm is .47A/W min., typical .54 A/W I
TyI_ No.
=.otto,"
mI_ .. _ ",+ -
. .Active
I +,.mm a _ + l'nln ::
35 6x6
35 6x6
35 i 6x6
35 6x6
NEp Wl.lz_
OSO35-LR-A 5
_ 100 I 1.0 x 10"_3
Vr=OVTyp. Pi Vr=12VMax.
looo 400
OSD35-LR-8
OSD35-LR-C
QSD35-LR-O
1.0 x 10 ,_
! 10 1.0x 10 '_ 1000 400
20 1.0x 10 '3 1000 400
1000 400
2 5
I 3
.5 I
.I I .5
32
32
32
32
25
CENTRONIC INC.
2088 Anct_or Court
Newoury Park, CA 91
805-499-5902 • FAX:
32O
805-499-7770
_r Sales and _chnical Ass_s_nce Please Call:
805-499-5902
t _¸_,_ /_
-- /0"
v !
z /
-'P0 - - I/--_(,_ , ,
z ! _II r
ec I
35O 450 550 650
WAVELENGTH(nm}
750 850
HOW TO REFLEC
WITHOUT THE HI
USE A "COLD"
Now you can safely 'b
systems without worr_
build-up. This 4"x 5" g
reflect 90% of visiL
allowing 80% trans
waves to pass throuc
the reflected beam.
thick glass to allow cu
size, the "cold" mirr
microscopy, specim(
lighting systems, or any other application where high temperature lighting
Mirror will function salisfactorily and will not be damaged by exposure
temperature of -50°F and +450°F.
Cold Mirror D=
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